General Monthly Auction

Tuesday 28th February 2017 at 10.30
Office Furniture: A good selection of quality modern office furniture: boardroom tables, desks, workstations,
office swivel chairs, stacking chairs, folding tables, filing cabinets, 100s of carpet tiles, data safes & racking etc
Beds. Various unused double beds, singles beds, bunk beds, storage beds, sofa beds etc
Stock Liquidation of Interior Addict : Replica Mid 20th Century designer furniture & lighting incl.
Egg chairs, Swan & Corona chairs, Barcelona Pavilion chairs, industrial metal stools, tables, dining chairs,
sofas, cushions, bean bags etc Lighting: Hanging, Pendant, Floor standing, Wall & Table lamps
Catering section: Items from various pubs, restaurants etc to incl. A double desk pizza oven by Prismafood, various
ranges incl. solid top, combi ovens, s/s sinks, s/s tables, various fridges incl. under counter, counter top & display, griddles, freezers, 3 salad bars, 2 hot water stills, AJC jacket potato oven (LPG), ice maker etc, microwaves, deep fat fryers,
crockery, cutlery, pots, pans, glasses, knife sets, qty cleaning products, a large qty cake boxes,
A large qty of Chef’s clothing. Cash registers, racks, scales, a qty of various restaurant / pub tables / chairs etc
CATERING TRAILER 12ft with 5 ring Baumatic LPG cooker, fridge & two sinks. Excellent condition.
Upholstery Fabric: The residual stock from a static Caravan upholstery Co. Approx 170 rolls
(some full, mostly part.) of good quality upholstery & curtain fabric inl. Dralon, Chenille, abstract patterned, & plain.
Household Section: Sofas, dining & other tables / chairs, chests of drawers, bedroom furniture,
wardrobes, books, ornaments, conservatory furniture, vacuum cleaners, ornaments, various bicycles,
exercise machines, a treadmill, a small trampoline, a fish tank, 2 Kayaks, pool table.
IT / Computers: 2 Apple Imacs 18 various desktop PCs incl. Alienware i7 gaming PCs, Dell Precision T5500, Acer Aspire
Revo mini etc. 10+ various laptops (i7, i5, i3 etc). Telephones, printers, shredders, CCTV equipment, 2 wide capacity
printers by HP comprising 1 x Design Jet 800 & 1 x Designjet T1100ps etc..
The contents of a high street computer repair shop incl. many laptops for spares / repair, components,
ink cartridges, hubs, cameras, headphones, leads, power supplies etc
Misc.: 22 various unused imported multi fuel stoves comprising of 8 x Prity (9, 10 & 12kw), 7 x Bray JA013 6kw &
7 x Anstey JA004 6.5kw. A qty various toys, gift / novelty/ Easter items. 15 various fairground novelty coin operated
dispensers (lollipop, toys etc). 7 arcade coin operated gaming machines incl. Sega House of the Dead
Misc.: 2 wheel chairs, a qty of air beds, a corner bath, 14 new basins, several electric guitars, a bench top
wood turning lathe by Workzone, a small Wolf compressor, Bosch , Makita & Hitachi drills. Pool table. Kayaks.
A large qty of unused aquarium pumps / heaters / filters / tank accessories etc
Fishing Section Approx 60 lots of rods, reels and other fishing related items
Antique & Collectables : A good selection of antique and period furniture incl. tables, chairs, dressers, chests of
drawers, mirrors, floor carpets / runners. Many pictures, prints, collectables, ornaments, china, 2 Hardy fishing rods
Vehicles : Bailiffs: Nissan Nevada Acenta D/C DCi Pick up 107k’ 59 plate (Engine problem)
Insolvency: Renault Trafic SL27 Sport DCi 115 Van 130k’ 2008. Renault Kangoo Van ML19 DCi 85 175k’ 2010
Vauxhall Combo 1700 Dti Van 120k’ 2004. Vauxhall Movano 3500 LWB High Roof van 162k’ 2001
Transit Connect 75 T200 2012 81’k 12 months MoT. Discovery TD5 ES Auto ‘02. 12ft Catering trailer fully fitted.

On View. Saturday Morning 9 -1, Monday 9 - 7 pm.

ALL THE TIMES LISTED BELOW ARE AN APPROXIMATE GUIDE ONLY

Tuesday 28th February 2017
ROSTRUM 1 front of Hangar 1 - Starting at 10:30am at Lot 1
Lot 1--165 Upholstery fabric, replica designer lights, bikes, children books etc
Lot 170-283 IT, computers, laptops, photocopiers, printers, consumables etc
Lot 284-366 Wood & multi-fuel stoves, aquarium items, hand cream, arcade games, tools etc
Lot 370-520 Toys/games, airbeds, gift/novelty items, etc Fishing Section
Lots 526-677 House clearances Items and furniture, carpets etc
Lot 680-868 Antique/Period Furniture, Collectables, Pictures, Prints, China, Glass etc
LOT NO:

APPROX TIME:

1

10:30am

120

11:30am

240

12:30pm

360

1.30pm

480

2:30pm

600

3:30pm

720

4:30pm

840

5:00pm

868

END OF THIS ROSTRUM

ROSTRUM 2 - back of Hangar 1 - Starting at 10:30am at Lot 1001
Lot 1001-1295 Office furniture & equip, carpet tiles, safes etc
Lot 1269-1501 Replica designer furniture, Beds & mattresses etc
Lots 1502-1600 blank lots
Lot 1601-1920 Catering section

Lots 1925-1934 Small Catering Trailer & Vehicles
LOT NO:

APPROX TIME:

1001

10:30am

1140

11:30am

1280

12:30pm

1420

1:30pm

Lots 1502-1600 blank lots
1600

2:15pm

1730

3:15pm

1860

4:15pm

1934

END OF THIS ROSTRUM

ALL THE TIMES LISTED ABOVE ARE AN APPROXIMATE GUIDE ONLY.
EACH SECTION WILL RUN AT DIFFERENT SELLING TIMES SO THIS IS JUST A GENERAL GUIDE OF THE TIMES OF EACH
SECTION. UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE (IE: THE VEHICLE SECTION) THE AUCTIONEERS WILL CONTINUE WITH THE ORDER
OF SALE EVEN IF HE IS AHEAD OF THE ABOVE TIMES. BLANK LOTS AND OPTIONS WILL SPEED UP SELLING, SO WE TAKE NO
RESPONSIBILITY IF YOU MISS A LOT BECAUSE YOU RELIED ON THE ABOVE GUIDE.
IT IS ADVISABLE TO BE HERE TWO HOURS BEFORE THE LOT YOU REQUIRE COMES UP IN ORDER TO REGISTER
AND TO ALLOW FOR VARIATIONS IN THE SELLING SPEEDS ETC

CONDITIONS OF SALE
1)

Interpretation
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by
any subsequent enactment, order, regulation or Instrument.
2)
General Notice: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1973.
3)
Bidding: If any dispute arises between those making bids, the Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall
retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter, vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale.
4)
Method of Payment
No goods may be removed until they have been paid for in full. Payment is acceptable in cash, credit or debit cards. Cheques will only be accepted with a letter from the bank clearly
stating they will honour your cheque to an agreed limit, or by our discretion, otherwise goods will be withheld until cheques are cleared. A handling charge of 3% will be added to all
purchases made by credit card. Debit cards will incur no extra charge. BANK TRANSFERS: CHAPS payment may be made directly into our account (please contact the office for
bank details). Please note: BACS payments are a 3 day process and must not be used as a payment method where receipt into our bank account exceeds the final clearance date.
PLEASE NOTE: due to money laundering regulations: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £8,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED.
5)
Buyers Premium and VAT charges:
A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT will be charged on all lots, except Vehicles at 10% ... All lots in this sale will attract VAT at the current standard rate on the hammer price,
unless specified as being entererd from a non-VAT registered vendor as indicated by ‘nv’ on the item description, or as indicated in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current
rate. A £200 refundable Deposit will be required to be lodged either by card or cash, by any person wishing to purchase vehicles.
6)
Payment of Balance: Vendor's Powers on Non-Payment
Before all lots are removed by the Purchaser, he shall pay in full the purchase price for all the lots bought by him. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed. Such purchase
price shall be paid for on the day of the sale. If the purchase price is not paid by the Purchaser, all monies deposited shall be forfeited and the Vendor shall be at liberty without
prejudice to any other remedies to resell any lot or lots or any part thereof remaining unmoved and unpaid for by the Purchaser by public or private sale without giving prior notice to the
Purchaser, and after allowing for any deposit forfeited as aforesaid, any deficiency which may arise on such resale shall be made good by the Purchaser and shall be recoverable from
him as liquidated damages or deducted from the sums due to him under this or any other contract between him and any Department of Her Majesty's Government. Any increase of
price obtained on resale shall belong to the Vendor.
7)
Commission Bids:
MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on your behalf should you not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure
your lots, NO GUARANTEES are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price, He will not open the bidding at your maximum
price. The final price may well be lower than the bid you leave. Debit or credit card details may be required as security on any bids left over a total of £200.
8)
Safe Working Practice & Personal Injury
Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased at the auction
should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be
required for inspection. Futhermore, appropriate protective clothing, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual
handling practice. Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at
any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and
remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any
injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents. Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be purchased only by a member of the appropricate Trade
or installed by a competent member of that Trade.
9)
Faults and Errors
The lots are sold "as they lie" with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement, weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of
not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and if he buys without previous inspection, he shall do so at his own risk. The lots are not sold by sample but if
in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or warranty as to quantity or otherwise or that the lots are
free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
10) Claims Concerned with Condition of Goods
The goods shall be acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or
injury (whether to person or property) suffered by the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the
condition of the goods.
11) Risk:
Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
12) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £2 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED

ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 7 DAYS FOLLOWING THE SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 14 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND
WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE
AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers.

13)
14)

15)
16)

17)

Auctioneers Powers of Non-Removal:
All storage and expenses must be paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to reoffer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. (See Clause 12). Any balance will be returned to the purchaser.
Random Searching of Vehicles
The Auctioneers shall have the right, if it so desires, without compensation to the Purchaser, to search vehicles carrying Goods to which the contract relates, before such vehicles leave
the Auctioneers premises, in order to check that the Goods being removed correspond to the Contract Particulars. This right shall include the right to search the whole of the vehicle,
and the right to require the vehicle to be unloaded if this is necessary for the check to be made. If the vehicle collecting the Goods is now owned or hired by the Purchaser, the
Purchaser shall ensure that the owner or hirer agrees to the exercise of this right by the Auctioneers.
Lifting and Towing
Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the
Purchaser's risk and the Vendor shall incur no liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
Loss Caused by Removal:
Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being
removed shall:i) Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection
with the death or injury of any servant of the Crown under any Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for
payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury of servant to the Crown and
ii) In the case of loss or damage to land or property of the Crown or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage,
whether before the removal of his lots from the premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the
Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and subject to the provisions of Conditions 14 hereof:
iii) the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants,
agents or sub-contractors and nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability to the Crown or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
Rescission by Vendor:
In the event of the Vendor after the Sale not being able to give a good and sufficient title to or delivery of any lot or part thereof before its removal, or in the Vendor's opinion the removal
of any lot will endanger or permanently damage any building or other property, the Vendor may by written notice to Purchaser of such lot or lots delivered to him or his agent or sent by
post to his place of abode or business last known to the Auctioneer rescind the sale of such lot and repay to the Purchaser any deposit money paid in respect thereof.

18) Limitation of Vendor Liability: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of
negligence of the Vendor) by the Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or
purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) Document Inadvertently Left in Furniture, etc.
Where any lot consists of or includes office furniture or equipment, the Purchaser shall inform the Vendor as soon as possible of the discovery in or on the lot(s) of any document,
illustration, plan, tape, film, or other record not mentioned in the description of the lot and shall give the Vendor such information and afford him such facilities for examining any such
items as he may require and shall deliver it to him forthwith if he shall so direct. The property in any such document, illustration, plan, tape, file or other record shall pass to the
Purchaser only if the Vendor signifies in writing his intention that it should pass. Purchasers are reminded that the Official Secrets Act 1911-1939 created offences in relation to the
unauthorised possession or communication of certain information.
20) Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and
Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working
environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant, machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the
United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder applicable thereto.

21)
22)

23)

24)

25)

The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for
use at work. The purchaser is reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser
should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks
to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations
imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
Disputes:
If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale other than a dispute between bidders, the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such
person as they shall appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
Diving Equipment & Breathing Apparatus
All items of equipment related to underwater life support as described as “Diving Equipment” and items used in firefighting described as “CABA , or Compressed Air Breathing
Apparatus” and all associated pumps, compressors, cylinders, fire extinguishers etc. shall be sold as “scrap”. Purchasers must not use any of these items unless the current safety
tests are carried out in accordance with current legislation. Any markings, official stamps or accompanying paperwork should be regarded as an indication only and must not be relied
on. Please refer to Conditions of Sale no. 19 “Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.”
Road Traffic Act Requirements
Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use. It is generally an offence to use on a road a motor vehicle or trailer which does not comply with these Regulations and
Acts and accordingly, it is a condition of the contract of sale that the Purchaser undertakes not to allow any vehicle or trailer purchased to be used until it complies in every respect with
the requirements of the Acts and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment and use and having regard to its condition to ensure its lawful removal in accordance with the
obligations under the contract of sale.
Export of Goods
The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a
Purchaser. The pursuit of any such licences is entirely a matter for the Purchaser. Purchasers intending to export their purchases are required to advise the Accounts Manager.
Export of goods within the EEC – The sale can be zero rated for VAT on production of a current valid letterhead from the company purchasing the goods with a valid VAT registration
number from the country concerned. In order to comply with HM Revenue & Customs we will take a deposit equal to the amount of VAT concerned, This will be refunded when valid
commercial evidence of removal from the UK is received. This evidence of removal must be within 3 months of the date of supply in order to qualify for a refund of the deposit. Export
of Goods outside the EEC – All goods will be subject to VAT at the current standard rate. In order to qualify for a refund of the VAT and for the sale to be zero rated the goods must
be exported within 3 months of the time of supply and valid evidence of export received by the Auctioneers within one month of the date of export.
Containers etc: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.

OFFICIAL NOTICES
26) Petroleum Mixtures and Paints
The attention of Purchasers purchasing mixtures containing petroleum (e.g. cellulose, is drawn to the requirements of the Petroleum (Mixtures) Order 1929 (SR & O 1929, No.993)
providing that these goods may not be kept, sold or conveyed unless the containers are labelled in conspicuous characters: "Petroleum Mixtures giving off an inflammable heavy
vapour". Purchasers are warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored.
27) Scales and Weighing Machines
Responsibility rests with the Purchaser for determining whether or not apparatus when used for commerce conforms to the Weights and Measures Regulations of the Standards
Department, Department of Trade.
28) Chemicals
The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder.
29) Clothing
i)
All crested buttons, insignia and badges must be removed before resale, the buttons and insignia must be mutilated and disposed of as scrap.
ii)
Purchases are deemed to buy on this condition.
iii)
Unless otherwise specifically stated at the description of the lot, all made-up textile products are sold as 'old made-up textile products' as defined at Item 14 of Schedule 4 of
Statutory Instruments 1973 No. 2124 Trade Descriptions - The Textile Products (indication of Fibre Content Regulations 1973).
30) Rag, Flock and Other Filling Materials Act 1951
Any person who acquires surplus bedding and other goods which may contain fillings should be familiar with the obligation of the Rag, Flock and other Fillings Materials Act 1951.
31) Consumer Protection Act 1987 (Upholstered Furniture)
All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire resistant regulations before it is resold for domestic use.
32) Helmets: Any helmets offered for sale are not sold as affording protection to persons on or in motor-cycles and are not of a type approved for use under the Motor-Cycles (Protective
Helmets) Regulations 1974 (E1 No.2000). They may not therefore be sold or offered for resale for us in Great Britain as affording such protection.
33) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS:
Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they
must be fully aware of their legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
34) Tyres, Covers and Tubes
The tyres, covers and/or tubes are sold "as they lie" and without guarantee by the Government or by the manufacturers, and all conditions and warranties whatever, whether statutory or
otherwise, are hereby expressly excluded.
35) Ladders, Steps and Trestles These goods are offered for sale upon the express understanding that no warranty of their condition or safety is given or implied.
36) Smoking Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.

SPECIAL NOTICE: PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND
CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER
PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND
SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE REQUIREMENTS
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MST Auction Tuesday 28th February at 10.30. Vat on all Lots unless specified “NV”. Buyer’s Premium 18% + Vat except vehicles at 10% + Vat. Page
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1 full roll of Dralon upholstery fabric, width approx 142cm, length approx 50.8m,
type Solstice Accent, colour 201004
1 full roll of Dralon upholstery fabric, width approx 142cm, length approx 50.8m,
type Solstice Accent, colour 201004
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of Chenille upholstery fabric
1 part roll of Chenille upholstery fabric (same pattern as Lot 5)
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 full roll of brown low cord upholstery fabric, width approx 138cm, length approx
58m type Revaldo 1202 Brown FR treated
1 full roll of brown low cord upholstery fabric, width approx 138cm, length approx
58m type Revaldo 1202 Brown FR treated
1 full roll of brown low cord upholstery fabric, width approx 138cm, length approx
58m type Revaldo 1202 Brown FR treated
1 full roll of brown low cord upholstery fabric, width approx 138cm, length approx
58m type Revaldo 1202 Brown FR treated
1 full roll of brown low cord upholstery fabric, width approx 138cm, length approx
58m type Revaldo 1202 Brown FR treated
1 large part roll of Chenille upholstery fabric
1 full roll of Dralon upholstery fabric type Cosmic Chocolate
1 full roll of Dralon upholstery fabric type Cosmic Chocolate
1 large part roll of Dralon upholstery fabric type Cosmic Chocolate
1 large part roll of Dralon upholstery fabric
1 large part roll of Chenille upholstery fabric type Olympia Taupe
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern (same pattern as Lot 19)
1 full roll of Dralon upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of Dralon upholstery fabric, abstract pattern (same pattern as Lot
21)
1 full roll of upholstery fabric, width approx 148cm, length approx 47.2m, type
Concorde Terra
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of Chenille upholstery fabric
1 large part roll of Chenille upholstery fabric
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of Chenille upholstery fabric
1 large part roll of Dralon upholstery fabric
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of Dralon upholstery fabric
2 large part rolls of brown upholstery fabric - rolls are different & patterns do not
match
2 large part rolls of upholstery fabric - rolls are different & patterns do not match
1 large part roll (almost a full roll) of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern type Argos
3 KL 2270 FR
1 large part roll (almost a full roll) of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern type
Avocado
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of Chenille upholstery fabric
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 large part roll of upholstery fabric, abstract pattern
1 full roll of upholstery fabric by Imatex, length approx 35.80m, type Tiffany
1 full roll of upholstery fabric by Imatex, length approx 36.90m, type Tiffany
1 full roll of upholstery fabric by Imatex, length approx 30.70m, type Tiffany
1 full roll of upholstery fabric by John Brown, width approx 142cm, length approx
33.8m, colour L277
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 shelf
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 shelf
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 shelf
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 shelf
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 shelf
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 shelf
2 part rolls of matching abstract pattern upholstery fabric - contents of 1 shelf
6 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 metal stillage
which is not included
6 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 metal stillage
which is not included
6 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 metal stillage
which is not included
6 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 metal stillage
which is not included
6 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 metal stillage
which is not included
6 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - contents of 1 metal stillage
which is not included
5 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - on top of stillage
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - on top of stillage
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1

4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - on top of stillage
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - on top of stillage
4 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - on top of stillage
5 various size / type part rolls of upholstery fabric - on top of stillage
7 various size / type parts rolls of mainly curtain type fabric - contents of top shelf
7 various size / type parts rolls of mainly curtain type fabric - contents of 2 nd shelf
7 various size / type parts rolls of mainly curtain type fabric - contents of third shelf
7 various size / type parts rolls of mainly curtain type fabric - contents of bottom
shelf
5 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of top shelf
5 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of second shelf
5 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of third shelf
6 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of bottom shelf
6 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of top shelf
6 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of second shelf
6 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of third shelf
6 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of bottom shelf
6 various size / type folded lengths of upholstery fabric (sizes mainly labelled on
fabric) - contents of LHS bottom shelf
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027S Nickel - Please note this
light has a black plastic retaining ring
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027S Chrome
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027S BA-WHC
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027S BA-WHC
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027 Nickel
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027 Nickel
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027 Nickel
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027 Nickel
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027 Nickel
1 metal retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027 Nickel
1 small metal retro / industrial style pendant light type MP01S Chrome
1 small metal retro / industrial style pendant light type MP01S Aluminium
1 small metal retro / industrial style pendant light type MP01S Aluminium
1 small retro style flower pot pendant light
1 small retro style domed pendant light type P4024C-20 Chrome
1 small retro / industrial style pendant light type P4027S Green
1 small retro / industrial style pendant light type MP01S Green
1 retro / industrial style pendant light with black metal ceiling fitting, 5 hanging cage
lights & red cables type MP10-5
1 retro style glass / metal wall lamp type MBE299/1
1 retro wall light in the style of Arne Jacobson type CL608 Black
1 retro wall light in the style of Arne Jacobson type CL608 Black
1 retro wall light in the style of Arne Jacobson type CL608 Green
1 retro wall light in the style of Arne Jacobson type CL608 White
1 retro wall light in the style of Arne Jacobson type CL608 Pale Green
1 retro saucer pendant light in the style of George Nelson - shade is fragile
please do not touch during viewing
1 floor lamp in the style of George Nelson - please note this floor lamp is supplied
with 2 different shaped shades (shades are fragile, please do not touch during
viewing)
1 large copper coloured artichoke pendant light in the style of Poul Henningsen
1 pendant light in the style of a Monkey Light
A single arm floor lamp in the style of Serge Mouille - black
A single arm floor lamp in the style of Serge Mouille - white
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - boxed is marked P2015 clear
but actually has opaque hanging spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - boxed is marked P2015 clear
but actually has opaque hanging spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - boxed is marked P2015 clear
but actually has opaque hanging spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2015 yellow hanging
spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2015 yellow hanging
spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2015 yellow hanging
spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2015 yellow hanging
spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2015 yellow hanging
spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2015 yellow hanging
spirals
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1 retro style pendant light with fabric shade type 10300
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2016 clear hanging
spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2016 clear hanging
spirals
1 spiral pendant light in the style of Verner Panton - type P2016 clear hanging
spirals
NV: 1 white ceramic basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary Bathrooms
type TCCST03 - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary Bathrooms
type TCCST03 - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary Bathrooms
type TCCST03 - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary Bathrooms
type TCCST03 - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary Bathrooms
type TCCST03 - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic round basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary
Bathrooms type Dakota - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic round basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary
Bathrooms type Dakota - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic round basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary
Bathrooms type Dakota - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic round basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary
Bathrooms type Dakota - boxed & unused
NV: 1 white ceramic round basin with pedestal by Traditional Contemporary
Bathrooms type Dakota - boxed & unused
NV: 2 white ceramic round basins with pedestals by Traditional Contemporary
Bathrooms type Dakota - boxed & unused
NV: 2 white ceramic round basins with pedestals by Traditional Contemporary
Bathrooms type Dakota - boxed & unused
NV: 1 used white plastic whirlpool type corner bath with curved glass front panel
and pump 240v & 1 basin with pedestal (Trade)
NV: 1 glass TV stand, 1 Moses basket & 1 electric fire (Trade)
Blank
NV: 1 blue plastic canoe
NV: 1 blue plastic canoe
NV: 1 blue plastic canoe
NV: a three wheeled kite buggy (no kite included) & 1 snow board by Wedze
which has a visible crack on top surface
NV: 1 BMX bike by Pro X
NV: 1 vintage bicycle by Moulton type Ranger
NV: 1 mountain bike by Spectre type Activ
NV: 1 metal / wood garden bench
NV: a qty of various graphics hangers mostly pre-printed with computer game
advertising graphics
NV: a qty of approx 1008 childrens books incl. Sanrio Characters (Hello Kitty)
secret journals & The Feelings Collection
NV: a qty of approx 1008 childrens books incl. Sanrio Characters (Hello Kitty)
secret journals & The Feelings Collection
NV: a qty of approx 1008 childrens books incl. Sanrio Characters (Hello Kitty)
secret journals & The Feelings Collection
NV: a qty of approx 1008 childrens books incl. Sanrio Characters (Hello Kitty)
secret journals & The Feelings Collection
NV: a qty of approx 1008 childrens books incl. Sanrio Characters (Hello Kitty)
secret journals & The Feelings Collection
NV: a qty of approx 1008 childrens books incl. Sanrio Characters (Hello Kitty)
secret journals & The Feelings Collection
NV: 2 electric clay pigeon traps (not known if complete), 2 manual clay pigeon
traps & a qty of decoys (Trade)
NV: a qty of approx 648 childrens books - all Sanrio Characters (Hello Kitty)
secret journals
NV: a qty of approx 648 childrens books - all Sanrio Characters (Hello Kitty)
secret journals
NV: a vintage 1980s shopping bike by Dawes, comes with 2 new spare tyres
NV: 3 childrens bikes (2 x small mountain bikes & 1 bmx)
Blank
Blank
NV: 4 wipe clean cream upholstered arm chairs
NV: 5 square light units for use with a suspended ceiling, contents of half a shelf
240v (Trade)
NV: 6 various lights. Contents of 1 shelf (Trade)
NV: a qty of various horse tack, harness etc. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 roll of rubber matting, 3 small part rolls of fabric & a qty of fabric sample /
display swatches. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a large curved multi section seating unit - contents of 2 stillages which are
not included
1 small trampoline by Continental Sports
1 floor standing open front glass display cabinet & 3 wall hung glass display
cabinets
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Blank
Blank
Blank
Catalogue now continues in the computer / IT area
NV: 1 photocopier / printer by Canon type Image Runner C5030i (Trade)
NV: 1 photocopier / printer by Canon type IRC3380i (Trade)
1 wide capacity printer by Hewlett Packard type Design Jet 800 model C7780B
(Trade)
A large plan printer by Hewlett Packard type: Designjet-T1100ps 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 electric guitar by Encore & 1 amplifier by Acoustic Solutions 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 acoustic guitar by Encore
NV: 1 electric bass guitar by Encore
NV: 4 various electric heaters (Trade)
NV: 1 small Casio keyboard type PT-82, 1 printer stand, 1 Samsung hi-fi system
& 1 Response 20 telephone. Contents of 2 shelves (Trade)
NV: 1 dehumidifier by Amcor type TC100 (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. a Dynamic Control Series amplifier type DCA1050, lights, 2 monitors, leads etc. Contents of 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: 1 guitar amplifier by Squire type SP-10 & 1 table lamp (Trade)
NV: 1 desiccant dehumidifier by Prem-I-Air (Trade)
NV: 2 large PC monitors - 1 x HP-W2408h & 1 x Acer LED/LCD but NO power
supply (Trade)
NV: 1 large PC monitor by HP monitor by HP (Trade)
NV: 1 scanner, 1 laminator, 1 trimmer & 2 small chalk boards. Contents of 1 shelf
(Trade)
NV: 2 x light duty office shredders contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
A qty of various items incl. various computer base units for spares / repair (No
HDDs), surge protection leads etc. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves (Trade)
2 Hewlett Packard computer base units for spares / repair - NO HDDs (Trade)
NV: a vintage separate cassette player by Sony & a CD player by Genexxa contents of 1 shelf - 240v (Trade)
NV: a multi function printer by Brother type: MFC-7440N 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 multifunction printers - 1 x HP type Envy 5640 & 1 Canon type MP495
(Trade)
NV: a qty of padded envelopes
1 Smart UPS by APC & 2 switches (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. switches, Cisco 800 series units, telephones etc
(Trade)
NV: a large qty of various computer parts incl. graphics cards, mother boards,
leads etc. Contents of 2 shelves (Trade)
NV: a tower pc by Packard Bell, Pentium 4 - 3.2GHz - 2046mb Ram - Vista 32bit,
comes with monitor, keyboard & mouse 240v (Trade)
NV: a wide format office multi function office jet printer by HP type: 7500A 240v
(Trade)
NV: 1 multi function printer by DCP type DCP-9045CDN (Trade)
NV: 1 multi function printer by Epson type Workforce WF-7602TWF (Trade)
NV: 1 multi function printer by Brother type MFC-J6520DW (Trade)
NV: 1 multi function printer by Brother type MFC-J6520DW (Trade)
1 bass amplifier by H & H type V-S Bassamp (Trade)
1 air conditioner by Wickes (Trade)
1 air conditioner by Airforce (Trade)
A gaming spec computer by Dell/Alienware type: X51 - i7-2600 3.4Ghz
processor, 8gb ram, 1TB HDD, GTX 555 Graphics card, comes with monitor,
keyboard & mouse - NOT supplied with the correct power supply, requires a
19.5volt / 16.9amp supply (Trade)
A gaming spec computer by Dell/Alienware type: X51 - i7-2600 3.4Ghz
processor, 8gb ram, 1TB HDD, GTX 555 Graphics card, comes with monitor,
keyboard & mouse - NOT supplied with the correct power supply, requires a
19.5volt / 16.9amp supply (Trade)
2 gaming spec computers by Dell/Alienware both requiring attention and not
supplied with any power supplies (Trade)
Blank
Blank
1 desktop computer by Dell type Optiplex 790 with a Core i5 3.3GHz x 2
processor, HDD, Monitor etc (Trade)
1 tower workstation by Dell type Precision T5500 with a Xeon 2.67Ghz x 2
processor, 12Gb RAM, 1Tb HDD, comes with power cables, monitor, keyboard &
mouse, Windows 7 (Trade)
1 desk top mini computer by Kaleidovision type KL3 with monitor, keyboard etc
but no HDD (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. leads, power supplies, a fan etc, contents of half a
shelf (Trade)
A quantity of office electrical related items including: fax machines, a router, an all
in one display monitor/pc in a case (no key) contents of half of a shelf - 240v
(Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. a laminator, 2 DAB radios / CD players, several
projectors etc. Contents of 1 shelf (Trade)
NV: a large qty of various laptops all for spares / repair (NO HDDs), power
supplies, laptop keyboards etc. Contents of 1 shelf (Trade)
Blank
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Blank
A laptop by Dell type Latitude i7-E6420, 2.20GHz processor, 8Gb RAM, 200Gb
HDD, Windows 7 & a power supply (Trade)
A laptop by Dell type Latitude i5-E6420, 2.60GHz processor, 8GB Ram, 500GB
SSD, Windows 7 & a power supply (Trade)
A laptop by Dell type Latitude i5-E6420, 2.60GHz processor, 8GB Ram, 250GB
SSD, Windows 7 & a power supply (Trade)
A laptop by Dell type Latitude i5-E6420, 2.60GHz processor, 8GB Ram, 250GB
SSD, Windows 7 & a power supply (Trade)
A laptop by Dell type Latitude i5-E6420, 2.60GHz processor, 8GB Ram, 250GB
SSD, Windows 7 & a power supply - Please note battery requires replacing
(Trade)
A laptop by Dell type Latitude i5-E6420, 2.60GHz processor, 8GB Ram, 250GB
HDD, Windows 7 & a power supply (Trade)
A laptop by Dell type Latitude i5-E6420, 2.60GHz processor, 8GB Ram, 128GB
SSD, Windows 7 & a power supply (Trade)
A laptop by Toshiba type Satellite C660-22V, i3 2.4GHz x 2 processor, HDD,
RAM, Windows 7 & a power supply (Trade)
1 laptop by Toshiba type Satellite C50-B-14D, Celeron N2830 2.16GHz x 2
processor, HDD, RAM, Windows 8.1 & a power supply (Trade)
4 various laptops for spares / repair - NO HDDs fitted and NO power supplies
included (Trade)
Blank
Blank
NV: 1 Microsoft Surface model 1516 with a Nvidia Tegra 3 Quad Core 1.30Ghz
processor, 32Gb HDD, 2 Gb RAM & a charging lead (Trade)
NV: a qty of boxed / unused replacement laptop power supplies. Contents of 1
shelf
NV: a qty of boxed / unused replacement laptop power supplies. Contents of 1
shelf
A qty of various graphics cards & RAM. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 netbook by Wolvol 7 inch (Trade)
NV: 2 Samsung tablets type SM-T210 with charging leads & 1 Samsung Google
phone with NO charging lead - Please note one tablet has faulty charging socket,
the other tablet and the phone are both locked by a PIN which is not known
(Trade)
NV: 1 camera by Nikon type F60 with a Nikon 35-80mm lens & a soft carry case
NV: 1 old site level by Hall Bros
NV: 1 digital camera by Fujifilm type Finepix S100 with a 28-400mm lens, 1
power supply & a Nike soft case (Trade)
1 Apple Macintosh iMac computer with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.06GHz processor, 4
Gb RAM, 500 Gb HDD, Apple wireless keyboard & mouse. Please note the
screen has a small edge crack on the right hand side (Trade)
1 Apple Macintosh iMac computer with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.06GHz processor, 4
Gb RAM, 1Tb HDD, standard PC type wired keyboard & mouse (Trade)
1 tower workstation by Dell type Precision T5500 with a Xeon 2.66Ghz x 2
processor, 12gb RAM, 320Gb HDD, comes with power cables, monitor, keyboard
& mouse (Trade)
1 mini desktop computer by Acer type Aspire R3600 with an Intel Atom 1.6GHz x
2 processor, HDD, RAM, monitor, keyboard, a Penguin mouse etc (Trade)
1 mini desktop computer by Acer type Aspire R3600 with an Intel Atom 1.6GHz x
2 processor, HDD, RAM, monitor, keyboard, a standard mouse etc (Trade)
1 desktop computer by Asus type Essentio with an Intel Core i7 3.4GHz
processor, 12 Gb RAM, 2Tb HDD, monitor, keyboard etc (Trade)
NV: 1 desk top computer by HP type Pro with an Athlon II x 2 processor, HDD,
RAM, monitor etc
Blank
Blank
NV: 1 wide trimmer by Avery A0 / 1370mm
NV: 1 trimmer by Razorback type RZT480
NV: 1 trimmer by Rexel type Smart Cut A445
NV: 1 guillotine by Office Depot
NV: 1 trimmer by Dahle type 508
NV: 1 trimmer by Avery & 1 laminator by Ativa type AT-1000A4 (Trade)
NV: 3 small wall hung key cabinets
NV: 1 large wall hung key cabinet
NV: 1 large wall hung key cabinet
NV: 1 guillotine by Avery type PG360
1 digital video recorder & 1 CRT monitor by Honeywell (Trade)
NV: a very large qty of third part replacement ink cartridges & several toner
cartridges. Contents of 1 wide shelf
1 desk top computer by HP with an Intel Core i5 3.30GHz x 2 processor, HDD,
RAM, monitor etc - Please note this computer requires attention (Trade)
1 desk top computer by HP with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.16GHz x 2 processor,
HDD, RAM, monitor etc (Trade)
6 various desk top computers for spares / repair (NO HDDs), 2 monitors, several
keyboards etc (Trade)
1 desktop computer by MaxData (No HDD) with a monitor, keyboard etc (Trade)
1 multi function printer by Brother type MFC-J6520DW (Trade)
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1 desktop computer by HP with a Athlon Dual Core 2.3GHz processor, HDD,
monitor etc & 1 desktop computer by Compaq for spares / repair - NO power
supply, NO monitor & NO HDD (Trade)
NV: 1 hi-fi system by Bush, 2 Bush speakers, 2 Goodmans speakers & a small
box of records (Trade)
NV: 1 TV by Samsung type UE40D5000, 40 inch, NO remote control - Please
note this TV seems to have an intermittent fault (Trade)
NV: 1 LCD TV by Technika, 15 inch with built in DVD player - No remote control
(Trade)
2 small computers by Shuttle & 2 monitors - one has an Intel Core 2 Duo
processor & a HDD fitted, the other has NO HDD fitted (Trade)
NV: a 15 inch LCD TV by Samsung type: LW15M13C no remote 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 Xbox 360 games console with power supply (Trade)
NV: a large office printer by HP type: Laserjet - 9000dn (on view) 240v (Trade)
NV: a large office printer by HP type: Laserjet - 9000dn (in store) 240v (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. a Crown 3 band radio, a PC monitor, a telephone,
cameras etc. Contents of 2 shelves (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. a Grundig Hi-Fi receiver type RC200, 2 Wharfdale
XP2 speakers, a Philips reel to reel tape player / recorder etc. Contents of 2
shelves (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. DVD players, speakers, an Amstrad Mailboard
etc. Contents of 2 shelves (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. a Sony Platstation, a Nintendo 64, various
controllers, games etc. Contents of 1 shelf (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. telephones, a heat gun, a soldering gun, a Klik
labeller, mobile phones etc. Contents of 1 shelf (Trade)
NV: a large qty of various computer related items - all boxed / unused stock from
a high street computer / accessories shop. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a large qty of various computer related items - all boxed / unused stock from
a high street computer / accessories shop. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a large qty of various computer related items - all boxed / unused stock from
a high street computer / accessories shop. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a large qty of various computer related items - all boxed / unused stock from
a high street computer / accessories shop. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a large qty of various boxed / unused aquarium related items incl. pumps,
filters, carbo-active granules etc. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a large qty of various boxed / unused aquarium related items incl. pumps,
filters, carbo-active granules etc. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a large qty of various boxed / unused aquarium related items incl. pumps,
filters, carbo-active granules etc. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a large qty of various boxed / unused aquarium related items incl. pumps,
filters, carbo-active granules etc. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: 9 sets of Tinchy Stryder on-ear headphones. These are customer returns
and possibly faulty. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 Aqua One external filter type CF1000 (Trade)
NV: 7 boxes each containing 12 x bottles of woodland bear hand cream
NV: 7 boxes each containing 12 x bottles of woodland bear hand cream
NV: 7 boxes each containing 12 x bottles of woodland bear hand cream
NV: 1 sewing machine by Singer & a qty of various haberdashery items. Contents
of 1 shelf (Trade)
NV: 1 large box containing 72 x bottles of Owl hand cream
NV: 1 large box containing 72 x bottles of Owl hand cream
NV: 1 large box containing 72 x bottles of Owl hand cream
NV: 1 large box containing 72 x bottles of Owl hand cream
NV: 1 glass display cabinet supplied with key
1 wood burning stove by Wigburn type Anchor 5kw - wood only
1 wood burning stove by Stovax type Stockton 4, 4 kw - wood only
1 multi fuel double sided stove by Yeoman, type Devon, 9kw - multi fuel
1 wood burning stove by Yeoman - wood only
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 9 kw, cast top (6)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 9 kw, cast top (6)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 9 kw, steel top (5)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 10 kw, steel top (4)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 10 kw, steel top (4)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 10 kw, cast top (3)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 10 kw, cast top (3)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel corner stove by Prity - unused, 12 kw, steel top (2)
NV: a qty of Kleenex & other tissues
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2 Anglepoise desk/table fitting chrome effect lamps with white shades - model:
8077
NV: 2 mobile step stools & 1 aluminium step up platform
NV: a qty of various fluorescent light tubes
NV: a qty of various light bulbs. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various CCTV cameras & accessories. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various CCTV cameras & accessories. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various light bulbs. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various light bulbs. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of Howdens laminate flooring. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 petrol engine mini moto type bike
NV: 1 unusual bench made from old car wheels & metal checker plate
NV: 1 coin operated arcade type game of chance / skill by Gemini type Money
Spinner - with key, please see a member of staff to collect (Trade)
NV: 1 coin operated arcade type game of chance / skill by Gemini type Pizza the
Action - with key, please see a member of staff to collect (Trade)
NV: 1 coin operated arcade type game of chance / skill by Empire type Spell
Bound - with key, please see a member of staff to collect and please note front is
broken & requires attention (Trade)
NV: 1 coin operated arcade type game of chance / skill by Maygay type Strike it
Rich - NO KEY (Trade)
NV: 1 coin operated arcade type game of chance / skill type Skill Strike - with
key, please see a member of staff to collect (Trade)
NV: 1 coin operated arcade type game of chance / skill type Super Skill Tower NO KEY (Trade)
NV: 1 coin operated arcade type shooting game by Sega type The House of the
Dead - NO KEY (Trade)
NV: 2 coin operated fairground type lolly dispensers by Chupa Chups - one has a
key & 1 has NO KEY - please see a member of staff to collect
NV: 2 coin operated fairground type novelty toy dispensers - both have NO KEY
NV: 1 coin operated fairground type pin ball game type Space Flipper with key,
please see a member of staff to collect
NV: 2 coin operated fairground type novelty toy dispensers - one has a key & 1
has NO KEY - please see a member of staff to collect
NV: 2 coin operated fairground type novelty toy dispensers - both have a key,
please see a member of staff to collect
NV: 1 stand supporting 2 small coin operated fairground type novelty toy
dispensers - both have a key, please see a member of staff to collect
NV: 2 coin operated fairground type novelty toy dispensers - both have a key,
please see a member of staff to collect
NV: 3 coin operated fairground type novelty toy dispensers - 1 has a key & 2
have NO KEY - please see a member of staff to collect
NV: 2 black plastic shelf units
NV: a qty of various glasses & 1 electric heater (Trade)
NV: 2 projection screens each approx 1390 x 1800mm
NV: 2 wood effect corner shelf units
NV: 2 triangular metal mesh shop display racks & various accessories
NV: 1 petrol engine strimmer by True Shopping
NV: 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Titan & 1 cordless drill by Rolson with 2
batteries / 1 charger (Trade)
1 Bosch drill type GBH2000, 110v & 1 bag containing orange plastic pipe fittings
(Trade)
1 Bosch drill type GBH2000, 110v (Trade)
1 Bosch drill type GBH2000, 110v (Trade)
1 Hitachi heavy duty cordless drill type DH24DV with 2 batteries / 1 charger
(Trade)
NV: 1 bench top wood turning lathe by Work Zone 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 lever operated bench top blade mitre cutter
NV: 1 compressor by Wolf Air 240v & 1 box containing 3 various air tools (Trade)
NV: 1 air operated abrasive blast system by Eastwood & 2 tubs of ground glass
abrasive
NV: 1 electric cable hoist by Power Craft, 240v, capacity approx 250kg - boxed
NV: 1 Proton automatic DC-AC inverter end battery charger, 1 Tilly type lamp & a
qty of various mobile telephones / chargers (Trade)
Blank
Blank
Blank
Catalogue now continues on the other side of the rack
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of novelty metal animal lanterns - for LED lights only, not naked flames.
Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items incl. purses, bear baby blankets, scarves
etc. Contents of 3 shelves
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NV: a large qty of various Easter related gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 5
shelves
NV: a large qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a large qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 single flock airbeds & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 2 double flock air beds
NV: 2 double flock air beds
NV: 2 double flock air beds
NV: 2 double flock air beds
NV: 2 double flock air beds
NV: 1 single flock airbed & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 1 single flock airbed & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 1 single flock airbed & 1 double flock air bed
NV: 3 single flock airbeds
NV: 10 Venetian blinds
NV: 5 roller blinds
NV: 5 roller blinds
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various boxed toys / games. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various items incl. laptop bags, tablet covers etc. Contents of 3
shelves
Blank
Blank
Blank
NV: 2 x telescopic beach rods (no reels)
NV: 1 x carbon boat rod (no reel)
NV: 5 x telescopic river rods (no reels)
NV: 1 x carp rod (no reel)
NV: 4 x charter beach rods (no reels)
NV: 2 x telescopic river rods (no reels)
NV: 2 x Matt Hayes carp rods (no reels)
NV: 4 x charter beach rods (no reels)
NV: 1 x Warbird boat rod & 1 x reel
NV: 5 x various poles
NV: 1 x Matt Hayes match rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x quiver tip rod & tips
NV: 1 x Avon match rod (no reel)
NV: 4 x various poles
NV: 4 x telescopic nets / poles
NV: 1 x large box of sea floats
NV: 6 x various spinning reels
NV: 4 x carp bite alarms & chains
NV: 4 x various tip lights with batteries
NV: 5 x Matt Hayes spinning reels
NV: 12 x catapults
NV: 1 x box of various tackle
Blank to 440
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459
460
461
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NV: 1 x Shakespeare boat rod & 1 x reel
NV: 1 x Shakespeare carp rod & 1 x reel
NV: 1 uptide rod & 1 x reel
NV: 1 x boat rod & 1 x multiplier reel
NV: 2 x carp rods (no reels)
NV: 1 x general use rod - 3m (no reel)
NV: 1 x general use rod - 3.3m (no reel)
NV: 1 x superlite rod (no reel)
NV: 2 x beach casters (no reels)
NV: 1 x carper rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Leeda 2XL rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Ron Thompson carp rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x king fisher float rod (no reel)
NV: 3 x fixed spool reels
NV: 2 x fixed spool reels & 1 x multiplier reel
NV: 3 x fixed spool reels
NV: 3 x multiplier reels
NV: 3 x multiplier reels
NV: a qty of approx 200 packets of carp hooks
NV: a qty of approx 200 packets of carp hooks
NV: a qty of approx 200 packets of carp hooks
NV: 1 x bag of various hooks
NV: 1 x bag of various hooks
NV: 1 x bag of Portland eel lures
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NV: 1 x bag of Portland eel lures
NV: 1 x bag of latex lures
NV: 1 x bag of latex lures
NV: 1 x bag of latex lures
NV: 1 x bag of latex lures
NV: 1 x bag of latex lures
NV: 1 x bag of deep diving plugs
NV: 1 x bag of deep diving plugs
NV: 1 x bag of deep diving plugs
NV: 1 x bag of Musko lures
NV: 1 x bag of sea floats
NV: 1 x bag of sea floats
NV: 1 x bag of mixed carp floats
NV: 1 x bag of mixed carp floats
NV: 1 x bag of mixed carp floats
NV: 3 x multiplier reels
NV: 3 x small multiplier reels
NV: 3 x fixed spool reels
NV: 3 x fixed spool reels
NV: 1 x bag of floating plugs
NV: 1 x bag of anti tangle booms
NV: 1 x bag of anti tangle booms
NV: 1 x bag of anti tangle booms
NV: 1 x bag of anti tangle booms
NV: 1 x bag of shad tails
NV: 1 x bag of shad tails
NV: 1 x bag of shad tails
NV: 1 x bag of floating blue perks
NV: 1 x bag of various lures
NV: 1 x bag of braided line
NV: 1 x tackle box & various tackle
NV: a qty of small tackle boxes & a head light
NV: 1 x Fladen floatation aid
Blank
NV: 3 x fixed spool reels
NV: 3 x fixed spool reels
NV: 3 x fixed spool reels
NV: 3 x fixed spool reels
NV: 4 x fly reels
NV: 1 x bag of alligator lures
NV: 1 x bag of Rodskar lures
NV: 1 x Fladen carp rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Ron Thompson 360 feeder rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Avon carp rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Ron Thompson Evo concept rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x carper rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Barbarian rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Grandslam carbon strike pike rod with spare handle (no reel)
NV: 1 x Lineaeffe carp rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x max power feeder rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Okuma feeder rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Grandslam carbon strike float rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x High NRG multi feeder rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Grandslam carbon strike rod
NV: 1 x Ovation power feeder rod & tips (no reel)
NV: 1 x Mariner long shaft outboard engine - 2 stroke, 4hp
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
Catalogue now continues towards the rear of hangar on right hand side
with the household furniture section
NV: a large qty of various items incl. toys, games, model cars, Scalextric (not
known if complete) etc. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves (Trade)
NV: NV: a qty of various items incl. table lamps, 3 wood working planes, an old
radio, various LP / single records etc. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. 2 tents, fishing items, 2 Scalextric sets (not known
if complete), CDs etc. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including Lego, glass demijohns, a mirror, a
kettle, soft toys etc. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including a vase, an engraver, suitcases etc.
Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including camping related, crockery, table lamps
etc. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including tripods, crockery, a Brother Compal
Galaxie sewing machine etc. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including glassware, crockery, an iron etc.
Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including a wedding dress, games, a shredder,
tools etc. Contens of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
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NV: a qty of various framed prints, adverts, photographs, an old map of Devon
etc. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
NV: 2 wood effect wardrobes & 2 dark wood bedside cabinets
NV: 1 dark wood TV cabinet & 1 coffee table book case
NV: 1 vintage Singer hand operated sewing machine
N/V a reproduction floor standing corner cabinet
NV: 1 wooden hi-fi cabinet with glass door & 3 cushions
NV: 2 small pine chests of five drawers & 1 pine bedside cabinet
NV: 1 wall hung corner cabinet with glass doors
NV: 2 white painted chests of drawers
NV: 1 sewing machine by Jones & 1 sewing basket (Trade)
NV: 1 breakfast type table with 2 stow under chairs
NV: 1 adjustable dress makers dummy, 1 floor carpet & 1 footstool
NV: 1 pine table
NV: 2 pine chests of drawers, 1 mirror, 1 folding clothes rack, 1 heater & 2 small
folding tables (Trade)
NV: 1 pine chest, 3 framed water colours & 1 mobile storage cube with fold over
top
NV: 1 cabin type trunk
NV: 1 wood framed futon
NV: 1 wooden table & 2 chairs
NV: a qty of conservatory type furniture
NV: a two tone upholstered 3 piece suite
NV: a 2 person beige upholstered sofa
NV: 1 green arm chair
NV: an upholstered 3 piece suite with matching foot stool
NV: a conservatory type 3 piece suite
NV: A quantity of various items including a memorial cross with 2 candle sticks,
bicycle wheels, novelty items etc. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: A quantity of various items including a foot stool, books, a barbeque etc. 1
shelf
A quantity of various trouser presses, Contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 light wood effect corner shelf unit - 5 shelves
NV: 1 light wood effect shelf unit - 5 shelves
NV: 1 light wood effect TV cabinet
NV: 1 pine bedside cabinet
NV: 1 dark wood effect display cabinet, 1 vintage bow front wood / glass display
cabinet & 1 other vintage wood / glass display cabinet
NV: 1 Dyson vacuum cleaner & 1 Vax vacuum cleaner (Trade)
NV: a two piece wooden dresser
NV: 1 white painted cabinet with 2 doors (1 door is missing the glass)
NV: 3 pine bedside cabinets & 1 pine hall table
NV: 1 wooden chest containing various books, games & 2 pieces of horse
harness
NV: 2 Dyson vacuum cleaners & 1 domestic steam cleaner by Karcher type 1105
(Trade)
1 wooden coffee table
NV: 1 exercise bike by Tunturi
NV: a weathered two piece concrete garden ornament
NV: 1 pine desk & 1 pine chair
NV: 1 wooden three drawer home filing cabinet & 1 sewing machine by New
Home 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 pine cabinets, 1 small table & 4 wooden cairs
NV: 2 gun cabinets - both have no key
NV: 1 small Premier ironing press 240v, 1 dark wood chest of drawers & 1
bedside cabinet both by Stag (Trade)
NV: 1 dark wood wardrobe by Stag
NV: 1 dark wood wardrobe by Stag
NV: 1 dark wood wardrobe by Stag
NV: 2 dark wood corner display cabinets with built in lights by Silent Night
Cabinets (Trade)
NV: 1 dark wood two section dresser with built in lights by Silent Night Cabinets
(Trade)
NV: a qty of various old suit & other cases. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: A quantity of various framed prints / pictures. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: A quantity of various items including a small table, a tile cutter, an old chair
etc
NV: 1 fish tank on stand with various accessories (Trade)
NV: 1 small shelf unit & 2 small tables
NV: 3 shopping baskets / trolleys
NV: 2 pine cabinets
1 glass TV stand & 1 hat / coat stand
NV: 1 glass TV stand
NV: 1 large wood effect / metal 3 bay shelf unit & 1 wood effect bookcase damage to back on top left
NV: 1 unused birch two door wardrobe - built
NV: 1 unused birch two door wardrobe - flat packed
NV: 1 unused birch two door wardrobe - flat packed
NV: 1 unused pine two door wardrobe - built
NV: 1 unused pine two door wardrobe - flat packed
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NV: 1 unused pine two door wardrobe - flat packed
NV: 1 unused wide pine chest of 10 drawers (4 + 6)
NV: 2 unused pine bedside cabinets - 1 has a lock / key & the handles do not
quite match
NV: 1 unused pine chest of 3 drawers
NV: 1 unused pine single bed frame - flat packed in three boxes
NV: 1 unused pine single bed frame - flat packed in three boxes
NV: 4 various mirrors & 1 small wooden table
4 white Ikea coffee table
NV: 1 folding circular table & 2 chairs
NV: 2 folding wheel chairs
NV: 4 various cases
NV: a qty of pool balls, cues etc
NV: 1 photographic light tent & 2 Interfit 3200 lights - unused
NV: a large qty of various toy, books etc. Contents of 1 shelf
1 treadmill by Roger black fitness, 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 low impact exercise machine by EGL fit & a lateral thigh trainer
NV: 1 low impact exercise machine / bike by Pro Fitness
A metal framed glass topped coffee table
1 mobile nappy changing cradle & 2 mirrors
NV: 1 upholstered arm chair
NV: 4 unused wood framed dining chairs
4 metal framed chairs with woven backs / seat pads
NV: a garden plastic chair, 3 small tables, a mirror, a table lamp, a lamp standard
etc (Trade)
NV: 1 table football table
NV: 2 Dyson Root Cyclone vacuum cleaners (Trade)
NV: 2 Dyson vacuum cleaners - 1 x DC27 & 1 Root Cyclone (Trade)
NV: 1 vacuum cleaner by Nilco type Combi 1207 (Trade)
NV: 1 pine dresser, 1 fire side set, 1 guitar, 1 stool, 1 rocking horse, 1 zebra
fabric wood framed chair & 1matching mirror
NV: 4 bedside cabinets (2 pine & 2 wood effect)
NV: 1 electric fire & 1 dark wood coffee table (Trade)
NV: 3 wooden dining chairs
NV: 1 small cabinet with lift up lid, 1 small table & a Cuprinol Power Pad for
Decking
NV: 6 wood framed dining chairs
NV: 2 mirrors & 2 metal bed heads
NV: 2 wood / glass tea light lanterns
NV: 5 graduating size sets of 3 perforated metal tea light type holders
NV: 7 glass diamond shaped hanging tea light type holders - medium
NV: 5 glass diamond shaped hanging tea light type holders - large
NV: 4 novelty garden gone for a leek signs
NV: 10 perforated metal tea light type holders
NV: 10 perforated metal tea light type holders
NV: 1 dark green upholstered electric reclining sofa & 1 matching manual
reclining arm chair (Trade)
NV: 1 teak chair with foot stool by Barlow Tyrie type Adirondack
NV: 1 bamboo garden parasol type Bambrella, 3m, supplied with a base
Blank to 649
Catalogue now continues with the large carpets (look up!)
NV: 1 large pale ground medallion carpet
NV: 1 green ground medallion carpet
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with Tree of Life design, 330cm x 240cm
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with traditional medallion design, 330cm x
240cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with traditional medallion design, 330cm x
240cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with Tree of life design approx 330cm x
240cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with floral design approx 330cm x 240cm
Blank
Blank
The following section of carpets can be viewed hanging on the rack on
opposite side of warehouse
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with unique design, 240cm x 160cm
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with all over design approx 230cm x 160cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with gold border approx 230cm x 160cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with medallion approx 230cm x 160cm
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with Bokaara design approx 230cm x 160cm
NV: 1 zebra / cheetah pattern carpet
NV: 1 traditional Eastern style runner
NV: floral pattern carpet
NV: 1 traditional Eastern style carpet
NV: 1 large patterned carpet
1 modern style circular carpet diameter approx 3m
NV: 1 Meshwani runner approx 60cm x 259cm
NV: 1 Meshwani runner approx 62cm x 254cm
NV: 1 tribal Gazak rug approx 120cm x 120cm
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NV: 1 Balochi rug approx 86cm x 136cm
NV: 1 Balochi rug approx 88cm x 141cm
NV: 1 narrow Uzbek runner approx 30cm x 149cm
Blank
Blank
Catalogue now continues inside the glass fronted saleroom on the shelving
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (5 shelves)
NV: a qty of various books. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: 1 painted plaque (Dieu et mon Droit) & 1 vintage Canon Motor Zoom 8
camera
N/V a small qty. of misc. glassware (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. books (1 shelf)
N/V 2 small framed watercolours of seashore scenes
NV: 1 double needle sewing machine by Delta Essentials & 1 vintage type writer
(Trade)
N/V a qty. of Railway Modeller magazines, railway enthusiasts magazines and
fishing magazines (4 shelves)
N/V a bundle of old hand saws, a stoneware jar and misc. sundries
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative china, glassware and ornaments (4 shelves)
N/V a painted wooden clock face with movement and weight
N/V a qty. of decorative souvenir wall plates of big cats (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. china and glassware (3 shelves)
N/V a croquet set, a qty. of brass stair rods, a large decorative jug and misc. tea
and coffee ware (4 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative chinaware, glassware, metal and wooden
ornaments (3 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (3 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. books (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of tribal carvings and masks (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. cat ornaments (2 shelves)
N/V 2 vintage vehicle number plates, a British Railways sign and a qty. of misc.
model engines and sundries etc (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames
N/V a Telstar telescope with tripod
N/V 2 pairs of binoculars and a qty. of vintage toys
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (3 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. ladies hats (1 shelf)
N/V 4 old wooden fruit boxes (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. LP and single records (1 shelf)
N/V a large qty. of misc. LP and single records (4 shelves)
N/V 3 wooden crates
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (2 shelves)
N/V a set of bowling balls in carrying case
N/V a Stoeger air rifle model Modx20 Suppressor 5.5mm /.22
N/V 1 vintage Hardy fishing rod, 1 Hardy Viscount reel & 1 other fishing rod
N/V a large rectangular over-mantel mirror in a white painted frame and a
rectangular wall mirror in a wooden frame
N/V a cylindrical wooden bird box and an aneroid barometer (cracked glass)
N/V 3 framed Oriental pictures
1 cone style light
N/V 18 misc. framed pictures
N/V 2 gilt framed still life prints
N/V a tapestry picture and a gilt frame
N/V a watercolour of a woodland scene in a gilt frame
N/V 2 modern framed oil paintings
N/V 5 pictures of sailing ships
N/V 2 gilt framed prints of ladies
N/V a set of 4 gilt framed prints of children.
N/V 2 small framed oil paintings of woodlands scenes
N/V a large gilt framed print of religious figures and a black and one other.
N/V a framed black-and-white print of a crowd scene and a framed coloured print
of ladies
N/V 2 framed coaching prints
N/V 13 misc. framed pictures & 1 mirror
N/V a modern framed print of fishing boats
N/V 2 gilt framed prints of Shakespeare's birthplace and Ann Hathaway's cottage
N/V 3 oak framed hunting prints
N/V 6 misc. framed pictures
N/V 6 misc. framed pictures
N/V 3 small rugs
N/V a qty. of ecclesiastical cassocks and surpluses
N/V a 1970s vintage fruit decorated tea & coffee set & a brown pottery coffee set
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative jugs and vases
N/V a Royal Doulton coffee and tea set and a qty. of misc. ornaments and cutlery
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative decanters and glassware
N/V a set of 6 floral patterned Duchess teacups saucers and plates.
N/V a qty. of similar blue and white willow patterned dinner and breakfast ware
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative jugs, vases and glassware
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative china and glassware
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N/V a qty. of misc. decorative ornaments and wooden chopping board
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative plates and a coronation program
N/V a very large qty. of misc. decorative dinnerware, chinaware and ornaments
etc
N/V a Japanese paper parasol, an aneroid barometer and a qty. of misc.
decorative ornaments etc
NV: a qty of Wellington bone china tea ware
N/V a double keyboard electric organ by Galanti (Trade)
N/V a large qty. of misc. decorative tea ware and ornaments etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative tea ware
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative coronation ware and souvenir ware
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative copper ware, silver-plated ware, cutlery, trinkets
and household sundries etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative coronation ware, small decorative chinaware and
figures etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative animal ornaments
N/V a Victorian black marble temple style mantle clock
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative household ornaments and trinkets including a tribal
musical instrument
N/V an orange Carlton Ware coffee set, a set of 3 flying duck wall ornaments and
various other ornaments
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative jugs, bowls and teapots etc
N/V a Capo di Monte style seated figure
N/V a green and white floral patterned Royal Kent tea service
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative glassware
N/V 3 decorative glass decanters
N/V a heavy brass ship's bell, 'HF BOLT'
N/V a framed souvenir programme 'Bachelor Boy'
N/V a silver topped walking cane
N/V a 4 piece vintage bamboo fishing rod
N/V a qty. of misc. costume jewellery
Blank
Blank
Blank
Catalogue now continues outside of the glass fronted saleroom with the
antique / period furniture
N/V a 2 seater buttoned leather upholstered chesterfield settee
N/V an early oak circular topped tip up table on turned pedestal with tripod base
N/V an early elm circular topped tip up table on turned pedestal with tripod base
N/V an early mahogany circular topped tip up table on turned pedestal with tripod
base
N/V a copper coal bucket, a cast-iron umbrella stand and a spark guard
N/V a carved wooden wall hanging of a native American
N/V 2 upholstered nursing chairs
N/V an Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet with glazed doors enclosing
glass shelves
N/V a wooden storage chest with a lift lid and a metal storage trunk
N/V 2 oak framed fire screens with wool work panels
N/V a rectangular wall mirror in a gold coloured frame
N/V 3 various framed wall mirrors
N/V 2 decorative fire screens with wool work panels - 1 will fold into a small
coffee table
N/V a pine kitchen dresser with 3 open shelves, drawers and cupboards under
NV: 1 metal trunk
N/V a brass log box with a lift lid, 2 ornate fire fenders and a fire back
N/V a wooden storage box with a lift lid and a cabin trunk
N/V 2 wooden storage chests each with a lift lid
N/V a set of 4 stick back kitchen chairs
N/V a mahogany wall hanging corner cabinet with a glazed door
N/V a white painted wooden hall chair
N/V a mahogany Regency elbow chair
N/V a brown upholstered rocking horse with wooden stand
N/V a pair of heavily carved oak high-back hall chairs with wooden seats
N/V 2 small tables and a set of placemats
N/V a circular coffee table, an occasional table and a jardiniere stand
N/V a copper warming pan and a wooden cased sewing machine
N/V a rectangular topped oak table on square legs with a drop leaf
N/V an upholstered dressing stool and 2 upholstered footstools
N/V 2 Edwardian mahogany shaped top occasional tables
N/V a leather topped oval coffee table, a circular oak coffee table and a small
framed picture
N/V 2 brass tray top tables each with folding legs & 1 spare brass tray
N/V a rectangular topped coffee table and a nest of 3 reproduction coffee tables
N/V an oval topped oak gate leg table with twisted legs, a dressing stool, a short
stool, 2 tea trays, a mirrored corner shelf and a small inlaid table
N/V a small dark oak drop leaf coffee table
N/V 2 shaped top occasional tables
N/V 2 rectangular topped occasional tables and a jardiniere stand
N/V 8 misc. wooden and upholstered chairs
N/V 4 misc. wooden and upholstered chairs
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N/V an Edwardian mahogany pedestal desk with drawers and cupboards under
N/V an early oak circular topped tip up table on turned pedestal with tripod base
N/V a set of 6 carved oak dining chairs (4+2) with wine coloured upholstered
seats on twisted legs
N/V a small Edwardian inlaid mahogany writing desk with trinket drawers and 2
drawers under
N/V a purple painted pine chest of 3 drawers
N/V a pair of limed oak bedroom chests each with 4 drawers
N/V a double footstool and a gout stool
N/V a mahogany kneehole dressing chest with a swing mirror, trinket drawers
and drawers under
N/V a Victorian bow front mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long graduated
drawers with cock beading and turned knobs
N/V an inlaid mahogany rectangular topped side table with one drawer and a 3
tier occasional table
N/V a small mahogany drop leaf sewing table with one drawer
N/V a rectangular topped record cabinet with 2 doors
N/V a mahogany rectangular topped fold over tea table with one drawer
N/V a large oval oak gate legged dining table on turned legs
N/V an oak floor standing corner cabinet with a panelled door
N/V a light wood Ercol style circular top tea table with 4 stick back chairs.
N/V a nest of 3 1970s vintage teak coffee tables
N/V an inlaid mahogany drop leaf sofa table on turned pedestal with 4 splayed
legs
N/V a vintage brown leather designer winged armchair.
N/V a small carved oak sideboard with 2 drawers and 2 doors under
N/V a nest of 3 oak coffee tables and a small upholstered stool
N/V a small red floral upholstered chaise-lounge on turned legs
N/V a light oak bureau with a fall front and 3 drawers under
N/V a dark oak coffer with a lift lid and panelled front
N/V a pine coffer with a lift lid and side handles
N/V a very ornate marquetry inlaid games table with a lift off top enclosing a
chess board interior enclosing a roulette wheel below with chips and counters etc
N/V a black cased upright piano by Godfrey
N/V a lightwood Bergere three-piece suite with blue upholstered cushions
N/V a Victorian lady's armchair on turned legs
NV: 2 upholstered chairs
N/V 6 misc. upholstered chairs
N/V a Victorian rectangular pine topped extending kitchen table with centre leaf
on turned legs
N/V an ornate heavily carved Oriental hardwood table with a scalloped rim on
cabriole legs
N/V 3 misc. chairs
N/V a mahogany oval extending dining table with centre leaf on cabriole legs
N/V a mahogany tip up wine table on a turned column on the tripod base
N/V a mahogany high level clerk's desk/rostrum with a leather writing slope
enclosing interior and a galleried shelf under
N/V an early mahogany bureau with a fall front enclosing fitted interior with 4
graduated drawers under on bracket feet
N/V a pair of marquetry inlaid rosewood/mahogany bedroom chairs
N/V a mahogany rectangular topped side table
N/V a Victorian walnut and mahogany tip up tea table with 4 splayed legs
N/V a mahogany oval topped drop leaf dining table
N/V a rectangular topped fold over card table on tapered legs and a rectangular
fold over games table on Cabinet base
N/V a Victorian mahogany commode with a lift lid and blue and white china liner
N/V a large triple pedestal mahogany extending and dining table with splayed
legs, approximately twelve feet long.
N/V 12 similar (9+3) Victorian mahogany heavy duty dining chairs with
upholstered seats and backs - Please note two of these chairs require attention
N/V 6 misc. chairs
N/V a Victorian mahogany chest of 4 graduated drawers with cock beading and
turned knobs
N/V a walnut bureau with a fall front enclosing a fitted interior & 4 drawers under
N/V a heavily carved mahogany chest of one long and 3 short drawers, on carved
cabriole legs with ball and claw feet
N/V a rectangular topped carved oak side table on turned legs
N/V a reproduction medium wood extending refectory type dining table on heavy
turned legs and a set of 6 matching rush seat dining chairs
Blank
End of sale for this rostrum
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1 fire resisting 4 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb - key in auction office
nv - 4 grey circular tables
nv - 4 grey circular tables
nv - 2 grey circular tables
nv - 1 pallet containing a qty of pedestals & several photo frames
nv - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1 blue panel exhibition type display stand
2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
4 wood effect trapezium shaped tables & 1 rectangular table
4 wood effect trapezium shaped tables
3 purple upholstered office swivel chairs
nv - 1 pallet containing a qty of light grey fleck carpet tiles
1 pallet containing approx 400 dark grey fleck carpet tiles
1 pallet containing approx 400 brown fleck carpet tiles
nv - 1 dry wipe board, 2 dry wipe/flip chart easels & 1 hat/coat stand
7 various office chairs & 1 carpet
12 blue upholstered cantilever chairs & 1 folding chair
A qty of various plastic bins & hat/coat stands
A qty of various plastic bins & hat/coat stands
nv - 2 black plastic shelf units
nv - 1 free standing office screen, 1 dry wipe/flip chart easel & 1 hat/coat stand
nv - 4 various colour unusual shaped office tables
nv - 1 small computer desk & 1 double sided display rack
nv - 4 various wood effect pedestals
nv - 1 vintage safe by Withy Grove Stores - key in auction office
1 fire resisting single door cabinet by Pheonix type Commander 1900 series
with digital keypad lock - Code currently C145632#
1 fire resisting single door cabinet by Pheonix type Fire Fighter 0423 with a
digital keypad - Code currently C369874#
nv - 1 green metal 9 drawer index type cabinet
nv - 1 fire resisting safe by FAC type 403 - key in auction office
1 office table with pedestal by Boss - flat packed in 2 cardboard boxes
1 office table with pedestal by Boss - flat packed in 2 cardboard boxes
1 office table with pedestal by Boss - flat packed in 2 cardboard boxes
1 fire resisting 2 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb type Milner Range - key in
auction office
nv - 1 wood effect tall/thin cupboard with lift up & push back shelf fronts, 1 tub
chair & 1 tall circular table
1 wood effect corner workstation - no pedestal
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 2 wood effect coffee tables
nv - 1 wood effect corner workstation, 1 under worktop pedestal & 1 office chair
1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with a full height end pedestal
6 trapezium shaped grey tipping-top mobile office tables & 2 matching
rectangular tables. Will arrange in a variety of different shapes
1 wood effect corner workstation with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1 wood effect shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
1 low wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 metal cabinet with 4 tip forward drawer fronts
A qty of blue upholstered office swivel chairs & 3 stacking chairs
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase with grey top
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase with grey top
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
2 grey shutter front storage cabinets by Steelcase
2 grey shutter front storage cabinets by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase with grey top
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase with grey top
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase with grey top
2 grey shutter front storage cabinets by Steelcase with grey tops
2 grey shutter front storage cabinets by Steelcase with grey tops
nv - 3 dry wipe/flip chart easels
1 dry wipe/flip chart easel, 2 coffee tables & 1 other table
1 filing trolley
nv - 2 circular tables & 1 stool
nv - 4 various size dry wipe boards & 1 pin board
nv - 3 various grey tables, 1 grey single pedestal desk & 3 various pedestals
nv - 4 various size grey tables & 1 small grey single pedestal desk
2 KiK-type steps
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1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1 light blue upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 3 various office swivel chairs & 1 other chair with no wheels
1 wood effect rectangular office table with flip up centre section to take a
computer
2 green upholstered metal framed office swivel chairs
1 wood effect corner workstation with non matching under worktop pedestal
nv - 2 large dry wipe boards, each with mobile frames
nv - 1 large dry wipe board in mobile frame & 1 similar by smaller dry wipe
board with frame
1 bay of blue/grey metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard shelves
1 bay of blue/grey metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard shelves
1 bay of blue/grey metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard shelves
1 bay of blue/grey metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard shelves
2 bays of blue/grey metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard shelves
2 bays of blue/grey metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard shelves
2 bays of blue/grey metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard shelves
2 bays of blue/grey metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard shelves
1 light coloured 2 door storage cabinet NB: no shelves included
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase
1 grey shutter front storage cabinet by Steelcase with grey top
nv - 2 blue upholstered tub type chairs
1 tall grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1 tall grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1 tall grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1 tall grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
nv - 3 grey metal personnel lockers - supplied with most keys
1 dark grey metal 2 door storage cabinet
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect top
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect top
3 grey metal open front shelf units by Hayworth
nv - 1 grey metal lateral 3 drawer filing cabinet
nv - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Flexiform
nv - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Flexiform
nv - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Flexiform
7 upholstered chrome framed stacking chairs
5 upholstered chrome framed meeting room type chairs
nv - a qty of charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
4 blue upholstered wood framed stacking chairs
2 wood effect low 2 door cabinets
2 different height wood effect shutter front cabinets by Kinnarps
2 different height wood effect/grey shutter front cabinets
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
nv - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
nv - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets by Bisley
nv - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets by Bisley
2 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinets by Roneo
2 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
nv - 1 dark grey 4 drawer filing cabinet
1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Escoline
1 tall wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1 tall wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
2 grey shutter front storage cabinets, NB: 1 is locked
nv - 1 wood effect circular table & 3 black upholstered chrome framed
cantilever chairs
3 grey/wood effect shutter front cabinets by Kinnarps
1 light wood effect shelf unit
2 wood effect shelf units
2 wood effect shelf units
3 grey metal 6-person personnel lockers by Probe with all keys and please note
œ1 release type key
3 grey metal 6-person personnel lockers by Probe with all keys and please note
œ1 release type key
2 grey metal personnel lockers
2 wood effect shelf units
1 wood effect shelf unit with blue trim
1 wood effect shelf unit
1 tall wood effect shelf unit
1 tall wood effect shelf unit
1 storage unit by Kinnarps with shutter above & 2 doors below
1 wood effect shutter front cabinet
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
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1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 blue metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 blue metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
nv - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
nv - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
nv - A grey metal 6-person personnel locker supplied with 5 (not 6) keys
nv - 5 black upholstered reception type chairs & 1 matching coffee table
blank
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with under worktop pedestal
1 dark blue upholstered office swivel chair by Vitra
1 dark blue upholstered office swivel chair by Vitra
1 dark blue upholstered office swivel chair by Vitra
1 dark blue upholstered office swivel chair by Vitra
1 dark blue upholstered office swivel chair by Vitra
1 dark blue upholstered office swivel chair by Vitra
1 dark blue upholstered office swivel chair by Vitra
2 dark blue upholstered office swivel chairs by Vitra
2 dark blue upholstered office swivel chairs by Vitra
2 dark blue upholstered office swivel chairs by Vitra
4 black plastic chairs with metal bases in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
chairs
4 black plastic chairs with metal bases in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
chairs
4 green plastic chairs with metal bases in the style of Charles Eames DSR
Eiffel chairs
4 green plastic chairs with metal bases in the style of Charles Eames DSR
Eiffel chairs
4 blue plastic chairs with metal bases in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
chairs
6 red plastic chairs with metal bases in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
chairs
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
nv - 3 various office screens & 2 pin boards
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair with arms
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1 blue upholstered high back office swivel chair with inflatable lumbar support
by Physio
1 blue upholstered high back office swivel chair with inflatable lumbar support
by Physio
2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair by Steelcase
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair by Steelcase
nv - 1 medium wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
nv - 1 medium wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
nv - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
nv - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
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nv - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
nv - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
nv - 1 wood effect rectangular office table
nv - 2 wood effect office tables, 1 joining section & 1 under worktop pedestal
nv - 1 tall cupboard with 2 glass doors above & 2 drawers beneath
nv - 1 tall wood effect 2 door cabinet
nv - 1 wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 black uphostered office swivel chair
nv - 2 yellow upholstered tub type chairs
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Boss
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Boss
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Boss
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Boss
2 office swivel chairs with mesh back panels
1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by ETC
nv - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 modern style glass/metal rectangular table with adjustable height legs
1 modern style glass/metal rectangular table with adjustable height legs
1 modern style glass/metal rectangular table with adjustable height legs
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair by Koleksiyon
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair by Koleksiyon
1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
2 office swivel chairs with mesh back panels
2 office swivel chairs with mesh back panels
9 various charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
6 industrial style blue metal stacking dining chairs
4 industrial style green metal dining chairs
4 industrial style green metal dining chairs
4 industrial style orange metal dining chairs
4 industrial style orange metal dining chairs
nv - 6 black upholstered stacking chairs
nv - 10 black upholstered student type chairs with flip over pad rests
6 yellow plastic/metal chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR dining chairs
6 green plastic/metal chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR dining chairs
4 black plastic/metal chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR dining chairs
4 black plastic/metal chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR dining chairs
4 light grey plastic/metal chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR dining chairs
A modern style 2 seat reception bench with 2 built in coffee tables by
Kusch+Co of Germany
A modern style 2 seat reception bench with built in coffee table by Kusch+Co of
Germany
6 black upholstered cantilever chairs
2 circular tables with flip over tops
3 rectangular tables with folding legs
2 rectangular tables with folding legs
3 rectangular tables with folding legs
2 rectangular tables with folding legs
3 rectangular tables with folding legs
3 rectangular tables with folding legs
1 executive boardroom/meeting room table in solid wood, approx 2.97m x 1.2m
A set of 12 wooden slat back dining/meeting room chairs
2 reproduction style knee hole desks & 2 side returns. NB: all 4 items require
attention
4 wood framed green upholstered reception type chairs
nv - A wood effect circular table with socket attached (trade)
1 rectangular wood effect meeting room table with glass cover, size approx
2.4m x 1.2m & 1 matching two door cabinet also with glass cover
A set of 8 wood framed upholstered meeting room type chairs
nv - 1 black leather upholstered 3 seat sofa in the style of Borge Mogensen,
NB: slight bend in one side
1 black leather upholstered 2 seat sofa with wooden legs
1 light brown leather upholstered 2 seat sofa
1 large deep purple upholstered sofa by Cassina of Milan Italy
nv - 1 deep purple upholstered classic shaped 3 person sofa with matching
colour wide foot stool
nv - 2 grey/blue upholstered reception type seats
2 deep burgundy upholstered 2-person sofas
NV: 4 black upholstered reception seats & 1 matching coffee table
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1 dark grey upholstered corner seat/sofa NB: the arm has a hole in the fabric
near the lot number
A qty of child size metal/plastic stacking chairs
1 designer grey upholstered wide chair
1 modern style cabinet with 2 green doors & 2 green drawers
1 multi-coloured rack in the style of Eames Hang-it-All
1 multi-coloured rack in the style of Eames Hang-it-All
1 foot stool with wooden legs, black upholstery & multi-coloured buttons
1 foot stool with wooden legs, black upholstery & multi-coloured buttons
1 wide modern style TV cabinet with 4 doors & 1 shelf
1 wide white modern style low unit with 2 wide drawers
1 black upholstered foot stool
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 modern style cabinet with 3 drawers either side & 2 central doors
1 cube foot stool upholstered in black leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in red leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in red leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 cube foot stool upholstered in brown leather
1 wide modern style TV cabinet with 5 green doors & 1 shelf
1 modern style TV cabinet with 3 doors and 1 shelf
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg chair upholstered in brown
leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg chair upholstered in brown
leather
1 bench in the style of Ludwig Mies Van Der Roche
nv - 5 stacking chrome framed stools with purple plastic seats and back pads
nv - 6 stacking chrome framed stools with purple plastic seats and back pads
nv - 6 stacking chrome framed stools with purple plastic seats and back pads
nv - 6 stacking chrome framed stools with purple plastic seats and back pads
nv - 6 stacking chrome framed stools with purple plastic seats and back pads
nv - 11 chrome framed stacking chairs with black plastic seat and back pads
nv - 11 chrome framed stacking chairs with black plastic seat and back pads
nv - 11 chrome framed stacking chairs with black plastic seat and back pads
blank
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in grey fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in grey fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in brown fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in brown fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in red fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in red fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in green fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in Union Jack fabric - no filling included
4 industrial style stacking metal chairs - lacquer finish
2 industrial style stacking metal chairs - yellow finish
2 industrial style stacking metal chairs - lacquer finish
4 industrial style stacking metal chairs - green finish
6 industrial style stacking metal chairs - black finish
6 industrial style stacking metal chairs - red finish
4 industrial style stacking metal chairs - red finish
6 industrial style stacking metal chairs - lacquer finish
4 industrial style stacking metal chairs - lacquer finish
1 black upholstered tub type chair
3 metal industrial style stacking chairs - green
2 metal dining chairs - lacquer finish
2 industrial style stacking metal chairs - lacquer finish
1 child size black fabric upholstered 2 seat sofa in the style of Le Corbusier
1 child size black fabric upholstered 2 seat sofa in the style of Le Corbusier
1 child size black fabric upholstered 2 seat sofa in the style of Le Corbusier
1 child size black fabric upholstered 3 seat sofa in the style of Le Corbusier
1 child size black fabric upholstered 3 seat sofa in the style of Le Corbusier
1 child size chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - green fabric
1 child size chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - green fabric
1 child size chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - green fabric
1 child size chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - green fabric
1 child size chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - green fabric
1 child size chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen Swan - purple fabric
1 child size chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen Swan - green fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in brown leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in brown leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in light brown leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in purple fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in brown leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in blue fabric
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1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in dark brown leather
NB: the leather is marked on one edge
1 special edition foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in
brown leather
1 special edition foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg upholstered in
cream leather
6 khaki plastic/metal dining chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR
1 large light fabric upholstered stool/seat
2 modern style metal framed dining chairs
2 modern style dining chairs - white metal frames
2 modern style dining chairs - black metal frames
2 modern style dining chairs - lacquer finish frames
5 modern style dining chairs - green metal frames
1 modern style white oval table with metal legs approx 2m x 1.2m at widest
point
1 special edition foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black
leather
1 special edition foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black
leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in green fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in green fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black fabric
1 Corona chair in the style of Poul Volther upholstered in grey fabric with a
matching foot stool upholstered in a very similar but possibly not quite matching
grey fabric
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in grey fabric NB: no
cushion
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black leather
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black leather
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black leather
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black leather
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black leather
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black leather
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in black leather
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen upholstered in green fabric with a
matching foot stool
2 metal dining chairs - white
2 metal dining chairs - silver
6 blue plastic/metal dining chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR
1 red metal industrial style stool & 2 small stacking black metal stools
3 metal industrial style stools with screw adjustable height seat pads, all in a
lacquer finish
2 chairs with metal frames & black bent wood seat/back pads
A set of 4 modern style chairs with tri brushed metal bases, upholstered in
black leather
4 orange metal industrial style stacking stools - tall
6 orange metal industrial style stacking stools - low
2 lacquer finish metal industrial style stacking stools
4 industrial style metal stools with back rests - yellow
4 industrial style metal stools with back rests - red
4 industrial style metal stools with back rests - orange
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - white
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - blue
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - red
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - green
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - grey
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - light blue
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - light green
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - khaki
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - black
1 plastic/metal rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR - white
1 modern style circular coffee table
1 dark wood square coffee table/storage cabinet
1 wall rack in the style of Eames Hang-it-All - wooden balls
1 wall rack in the style of Eames Hang-it-All - red balls
6 stacking chairs in the style of Arne Jacobsen series 7 - red
6 stacking chairs in the style of Arne Jacobsen series 7 - white
2 designer style chairs
6 white plastic/metal dining chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR
6 black plastic dining chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAW
1 black upholstered sofa bed with pull down arm rest NB: there are small tears
in the fabric on both ends
1 black upholstered sofa bed NB: there are small marks/tears in the fabric on
front of left hand arm & on rear left hand cushion
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona upholstered in grey fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona upholstered in green fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona upholstered in black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona upholstered in black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona upholstered in white leather
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1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona upholstered in white leather
4 chairs in the style of Eero Saarinen Tulip with red fabric seat pads
1 foot stool in the style of Charles Eames Lounge upholstered in black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Charles Eames Lounge upholstered in cream leather
1 foot stool in the style of Charles Eames Lounge upholstered in white leather
1 foot stool in the style of Charles Eames Lounge upholstered in white leather
1 foot stool in the style of Charles Eames Lounge upholstered in black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Charles Eames Lounge upholstered in black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Charles Eames Lounge upholstered in black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Charles Eames Lounge upholstered in black leather
1 box containing approx 15 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 10 pink/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 green/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 green/white cushions
1 box containing approx 10 green/white cushions
1 box containing approx 15 grey/green cushions
1 box containing approx 15 grey/green cushions
1 box containing approx 15 black cushions
1 box containing approx 15 black cushions
1 box containing approx 15 black cushions
1 box containing approx 10 toffee cushions
1 box containing approx 12 dark orange cushions
1 box containing approx 12 dark orange cushions
1 unused white metal day bed with pull out trundle beneath supplied with 2 x 3'
mattresses
1 unused brown upholstered single bed frame with a 3' mattress
1 unused metal framed bunk bed supplied with 2 x 3' mattresses
1 unused white metal framed double bed with a 4'6" mattress
1 unused brown upholstered single bed frame supplied with a 3' mattress
1 unused white metal framed bed with glass finials & a 4' Royal PDM mattress
1 unused metal framed triple bunk bed suppied with a 4'6" mattress below & a
3' mattress above
1 unused white metal framed bed with a 4' Royal PDM mattress
1 unused white metal framed bed with a 4'6" mattress
1 unused white metal framed bed with a 4'6" mattress
1 black upholstered sofa bed NB: seat pad on left hand side is damaged
1 red upholstered sofa bed with pull down arm rest
1 unused sofa bed - light brown
1 unused divan bed with a 4' Royal PDM mattress
1 unused divan bed with a 4' Royal PDM mattress
1 unused Royal PDM mattress - 4'
1 unused Royal PDM mattress - 4'
1 unused Royal PDM mattress - 4'6"
1 unused Royal PDM mattress - 4'6"
1 unused Royal PDM mattress - 5'
1 unused Royal PDM mattress - 5'
1 unused Royal PDM mattress - 3'
1 unused Royal PDM mattress - 3'
1 hanging chair with suspension chain in the style of Eero Aarnio Double
supplied with 2 cushions
nv - 1 used single bed with a 3' mattress & a pull out trundle under also
supplied with a mattress by Layezee Beds
nv - 2 used single divan beds with Dream World mattresses
nv - 2 used single divan beds with head boards & Layzee Sultan mattresses
1 unused black metal framed double bed with glass finials & a Royal PDM 5'
mattress
1 unused white metal framed bed with a 4' mattress
1 unused black metal framed single bed with a 3' mattress
1 unused white metal framed single bed with a 3' mattress
1 unused white metal framed double bed with glass finials & a Royal PDM 4'6"
mattress
1 unused brown upholstered double bed supplied with a 4'6" mattress
1 unused double bed in a brown Italian style supplied with a 4'6" mattress
1 unused Italian style double bed in white/black supplied with a 4'6" mattress
blank
blank
Catalogue is now blank to lot 1600 and will then continue with the
catering section
Blank
A large quantity of disposable catering related items including: food containers
cups etc contents of 1 pallet
A quantity of disposable catering related items including: plastic glasses, paper
table cloths etc contents of 1 pallet
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A large commercial s-s corner sink unit (to fit a pass through dish washer &
originally fitted with a waste disposal unit, neither are included), comes with a s-s
splash back panel, 2 metal tray rails & a double door kitchen unit with worktop
Approx 700 fold up cardboard cake boxes, contents of 1 pallet
Approx 700 fold up cardboard cake boxes, contents of 1 pallet
Approx 700 fold up cardboard cake boxes, contents of 1 pallet
Approx 700 fold up cardboard cake boxes, contents of 1 pallet
NV: a mobile catering type refrigerated serving unit by Moffat type: VR5A 240v
(Trade)
A double sided stand alone chalk/sign board & 4 various bins
A 9 piece Knife set in case by Fujiyama type: Samurai
A 9 piece Knife set in case by Fujiyama
3 x kitchen order grabbers all 24 inch
An unused 8 piece Knife set by Koch-line type: RL-BLK6-N with bonus ceramic
peeler, boxed
An unused multi-colour 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with
bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
An unused multi-colour 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with
bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
An unused black 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with bonus
ceramic peeler, boxed
An unused black 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with bonus
ceramic peeler, boxed
9 chef aprons by H-line
3 s-s baking trays
3 s-s baking trays
4 unused napkin dispensers
An unused insect-o-cutor by Euro-Zap type: 16
An unused insect-o-cutor by Euro-Zap type: 16
An unused pack of 20 tea/glass towels by H-line
An unused pack of 20 tea/glass towels by H-line
10 unused bistro aprons by Rioba
2 s-s colanders
1 electronic automatic hand dryer by PHS 240v (Trade)
NV: a box containing 3 x 5lt surface cleaner & 12 x 750ml spray cleaner
NV: 6 x 5lt cleaning fluid/soap
NV: a box containing 3 x 5lt surface cleaner & 12 x 750ml spray cleaner
4 unused commercial aluminium pots & 4 lids
4 unused commercial aluminium pots & 4 lids
A quantity of white crockery including: plates, side plates, wooden trays etc
contents of 1 shelf
A box containing 8 china roasting dishes
A box containing 8 china roasting dishes
A box containing 8 china roasting dishes
A box containing 8 china roasting dishes
2 boxes containing a total of 8 china roasting dishes
Blank
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: insect killers, a kettle, bread
maker, steam mop etc contents of 1 shelf - 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents of 1
shelf
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents of 1
shelf
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents of 1
shelf
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents of 1
shelf
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents of 1
shelf
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents of 1
shelf
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma break up cleaning fluid
NV: 3 x 5lt of finish liquid detergent
NV: 2 x 5lt Suma rinse, 1 part container & 2 smaller detergents
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma lima cleaning fluid
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma lima cleaning fluid
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma break up cleaning fluid
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents of 1
shelf
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: soap, shampoo etc contents of 1
shelf
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma lima cleaning fluid
NV: 3 x 5lt Multi-functional cleaner by Chela
NV: 3 x 5lt of suma cleaning fluid & 1 smaller detergent
NV: a professional pest control unit by Vermatik type: EG100338 240v (Trade)
A quantity of catering related items including: s-s items, coffee percolator filters,
flour container etc contents of 1 shelf
A quantity of catering related items including: s-s items, baking trays etc
contents of 1 shelf
Blank
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NV: A quantity of catering related items including: crockery, lids etc contents of
1 shelf
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: cleaning fluid, bar pump
handle, disposable cups, a chalk board etc Contents of 2 shelves
Blank
Blank
Approx 25 s-s commercial plug hole/sink inserts contents of 1 box
Approx 25 s-s commercial plug hole/sink inserts contents of 1 box
Approx 25 s-s commercial plug hole/sink inserts contents of 1 box
Approx 25 s-s commercial plug hole/sink inserts contents of 1 box
Blank to 1679
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4 x wall mounted s-s shelves & 7 brackets (2 are broken)
1 commercial table/counter top heat plate with lamps above 240v (Trade)
A table top single basket deep fryer by Buffalo 240v (Trade)
A soup kettle by Buffalo 240v (Trade)
A commercial microwave oven, no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
A cash register by Casio type: SE-S400 240v (Trade)
A commercial bean to cup coffee machine by Franke type: Evolution, comes
with milk fridge 240v (Trade)
A commercial coffee grinder, no lid & requires attention 240v (Trade)
A table top convection oven by Mono type: BX 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial griddle by ACE fitted with a blue industrial 240v plug (Trade)
A commercial heat plate/warming station, please note this unit is untested &
requires a new switch 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s chicken rotiserrie by Euro grill type: TG-50 240v (Trade)
A commercial rice cooker by Buffalo with s-s lid 240v (Trade)
A Samsung microwave oven 240v (Trade)
NV: a food mixer by Kenwood type: Chef, comes with bowl & accessories 240v
(Trade)
An unused soup kettle by Horeca - boxed
A waste disposal unit by IMC & control box 3ph (Trade)
An unused s-s single basket deep fryer type: EF-8L
An unused s-s griddle type: XH-818
A quantity of catering related items including: ice lolly moulds, cups, glasses etc
contents of 1 shelf
3 various size gastronome containers & lids
3 various size gastronome containers & lids
A commercial soup kettle by the Victorian baking oven ltd type: W-008944 240v
(Trade)
NV: a domestic microwave oven by Proline type: Microchef-SM11 240v (Trade)
A cellar beverage cooling system by Vision Integral type: 01-3101-15 240v
(Trade)
An unused s-s deep single sink unit with draining board either end type: GE103
2 under counter fridges by Proline & Currys 240v (Trade)
A slim line open front refrigerated display unit by Scan frost 240v (Trade)
NV: an upright freezer by Hotpoint type: UPG1FF 240v (Trade)
A table/counter top s-s hob by Lincat type: OE7012 3phase (Trade)
NV: a commercial jacket potato oven by AJC catering type: A-86-A2-368,
Propane Gas (Trade)
A long s-s service counter with glass display section 240v (Trade)
A commercial single basket deep fryer by Falcon type: Kestrel 3phase (Trade)
A commercial s-s griddle by Falcon type: Kestrel on stand 240v (Trade)
NV: a small compact tumble dryer by Creda & a spin dryer by Electra 240v
(Trade)
A commercial s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
A gas fired heated s-s oven/hot cupboard by Falcon type: Dominator (Trade)
A commercial s-s single sink unit with shelf beneath
NV: a gas fired 5 burner range by Baumatic, with oven beneath, including a s-s
extractor hood (Trade)
NV: a five ring gas fired range with hot plate, grill, 2 ovens & storage
compartment by no make or model visible please note leg requires attention
(Trade)
An under counter fridge by Beko 240v (Trade)
An under counter fridge no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
A deep triple s-s sink unit with 2 draining boards by Vogue type: GE109
NV: a gas fired domestic 4 ring oven & grill by Leisure Gas (Trade)
NV: an integrated fridge unit by Bosch 240v (Trade)
NV: an integrated double oven with grill by Hotpoint/creda collection 240v
(Trade)
NV: an under counter fridge by Frigidaire & a microwave oven by Panasonic
240v (Trade)
NV: a table top electric patio heater by Firefly with a rattan base 2.1kw (Trade)
A small compact counter top fridge by Matsui & a microwave by Asda, please
note the fridge requires attention 240v (Trade)
An under counter tumble dryer by Zanussi type: ZDE26100W 240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter dishwasher by Zanussi type: DW-905 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 unused long end/back panels for kitchen units - boxed
4 brown upholstered high back dining chairs
NV: 20 blue upholstered cantilever chairs
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An under counter display fridge by Scan frost 240v (Trade)
An under counter display fridge by Scan frost 240v (Trade)
An under counter glass/dish washer by DC Series 240v (Trade)
A commercial twin basket deep fryer by Falcon Gas (Trade)
A large commercial mobile s-s refrigerated serve over salad bar with storage
beneath by True refrigerator (runs noisy) 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s waste disposal unit model Wascon-D.A.P.8 - 3-phase
(Trade)
A s-s 6 burner range with double door oven beneath by Zanussi Gas (Trade)
A s-s salad bar, no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
A s-s countertop refrigeration unit by Maid-aid featuring 6 drawer compartments
(no keys) 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: a commercial tin opener,
chopping boards & stands, scales etc
A s-s countertop refrigeration unit by Maid-aid with triple doors beneath 240v
(Trade)
NV: a countertop twin deep fryer by Buffalo 240v (Trade)
NV: a countertop bain marie by buffalo 240v (Trade)
NV: a countertop single basket deep fryer by Buffalo 240v (Trade)
NV: a twin contact grill by Roller grill 240v (Trade)
A s-s countertop refrigeration unit by Maid-aid with triple doors beneath 240v
(Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s hot food/pie/pasty display cabinet 240v (Trade)
A s-s countertop refrigeration unit by Maid-aid with double doors beneath 240v
(Trade)
A deep double s-s sink unit with a draining board on the right by Vogue type:
GE105
A s-s salad bar, no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
A s-s countertop refrigeration unit by Maid-aid featuring a single door & 6
drawers beneath 240v (Trade)
A s-s 4 burner range with drop front oven model: BCF-G2 Gas (Trade)
A commercial kitchen pedal bin
NV: a commercial twin level pizza oven by Prismafood type: Basic-44 - 3ph
(Trade)
A commercial s-s table/counter top combi oven by Hobart type: CSD1013G Gas
240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s solid top/2 ring range with oven beneath no make or model
visible 3ph (Trade)
NV: a white commercial under counter fridge by Polar 240v (Trade)
NV: an integrated oven by Cata (no hob) 240v (Trade)
NV: a s-s table with shelf beneath
NV: a cash register by Sharp type: XE-A203 240v (Trade)
NV: 9 large unused s-s commercial gastronome trays
NV: a s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
NV: a medium size chest freezer by Frigidaire 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: a display fridge, 2 integrated
fridges etc 240v (Trade)
NV: a tall s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
NV: a commercial s-s microwave oven by Buffalo 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial meat slicer by Buffalo 240v (Trade)
NV: a cash register by Sharp type: XE-A102, comes with a bag of till rolls,
please note there is no key 240v (Trade)
NV: a s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
NV: a deep s-s single sink with mixer tap
Blank
NV: a countertop refrigeration unit by Polar type: G622 240v (Trade)
NV: an integrated oven by Zanussi with an integrated Hob 240v (Trade)
NV: an integrated oven by Zanussi with an integrated Hob 240v (Trade)
An unused under counter fridge by Fairline 240v (Trade)
An unused under counter fridge by Fairline boxed 240v (Trade)
An under counter fridge by Proline, an integrated fan oven (no hob) & 24 wind
proof ash trays 240v (Trade)
A commercial countertop s-s glass washer by Sovereign type: 45 240v (Trade)
A commercial serve over display freezer by Caravell 240v (Trade)
A commercial upright freezer by iarp 240v (Trade)
A tall commercial s-s fridge no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
A tall commercial s-s fridge by Polar type: G592 240v (Trade)
2 x children's high chairs by Mamas & Papas
A quantity of cleaning related items including: 2 x wet floor signs, approx 40lt of
various cleaning fluid
A commercial meat slicer by Excel 240v (Trade)
A commercial countertop hot water boiler, no make or model visible appears to
be LPG (Trade)
A commercial countertop hot water dispenser by Instanta type: 1500 240v
(Trade)
A countertop refrigeration unit by Parry with triple doors 240v (Trade)
A catering type rack with 4 shelves
A double deep fryer with 2 baskets by Parry 240v (Trade)
A mobile s-s multi-platform table/shelving unit
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A commercial s-s triple sink unit comprising of 2 deep sinks, a draining board &
a hand basin, with shelves beneath
A 6 burner range with 2 door oven beneath by Stott Benham - Cambridge Gas
(Trade)
A commercial s-s ice making machine by Maid-aid type: M50-25 240v (Trade)
A commercial solid top range with 2 gas fired rings with oven beneath by Hobart
no model visible (Trade)
An upright fridge by Beko 240v (Trade)
A large commercial ice making machine by Compact type: CP120E 240v
(Trade)
A commercial s-s 4 burner range with oven beneath by Lincat Gas (Trade)
NV: a catering type rack with 4 shelves
A s-s deep double sink unit with draining board to the right by Vogue type: GE105
NV: a commercial floor cleaner, scrubber/drier by Numatic type: TTQ-1535 240v
(Trade)
NV: a commercial mobile can/bottle fridge in the shape of a coke can 240v
(Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s deep sink unit for use with a pass through dish washer
(not included), also has a hole for a waste disposal unit (not included)
NV: an under counter washing machine by Indesit type: IWDC6125 240v
(Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s deep single sink unit by Moffat with small draining board,
countertop, shelf beneath & space for an under counter appliance
2 x various electronic scales & a microwave oven by Hinari 240v (Trade)
A silver under counter fridge by Siemens 240v (Trade)
A s-s deep single sink unit with a draining board at either end by vogue type:
GE-103
A mobile catering cutlery/sachet station
A large tall commercial fridge by Mondial Elite type: SRL 240v (Trade)
A large tall commercial fridge by Mondial Elite type: SRL 240v (Trade)
A commercial _ height s-s freezer by Foster type: PROG500L-A 240v (Trade)
8 burgundy upholstered wooden framed pub/restaurant chairs
8 burgundy upholstered wooden framed pub/restaurant chairs
8 burgundy upholstered wooden framed pub/restaurant chairs
10 burgundy upholstered wooden framed pub/restaurant chairs
A tall commercial display fridge by Tefcold type: FS-1380 240v (Trade)
A s-s deep triple sink unit by vogue type: GE-108
A commercial upright freezer by Caravell type: 386-607 240v (Trade)
An upright fridge by Frigidaire type: FRL144A 240v (Trade)
A s-s hand washing station with sink, towel & soap dispenser
A s-s catering unit with dispenser on front, drawer beneath
A s-s countertop cupboard for use with a griddle/chargrill etc
NV: A bottle display fridge by Elstar 240v (Trade)
A metal framed wooden garden/bistro type table & 4 matching chairs
NV: a s-s catering type draining board for a pass through dish washer
A s-s deep double sink unit by Vogue type: GE-104
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef jackets
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef jackets
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef jackets
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef jackets
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef jackets
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: a bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
A s-s deep double sink unit by vogue type: GE-104
NV: an under counter condenser tumble dryer by Beko type: DCU-8230 240v
(Trade)
A commercial s-s low catering type table with shelf beneath
A mobile catering type drop leaf table
A commercial twin level pizza oven by Prismafood type: Basic-66 (no stand) 3ph (Trade)
A commercial fan by Tronic 240v (Trade)
A commercial fan by Tronic 240v (Trade)
A commercial fan by Tronic 240v (Trade)
A commercial fan by Tronic 240v (Trade)
A s-s catering type table with shelf beneath - iron legs
A s-s catering type table with shelf beneath - iron legs
NV: a s-s integrated steam oven by Imperial/Miele type: GL-3676, unit will
require a water pipe & 2 gas struts when installed, instruction manual supplied
240v (Trade)
A low s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
A s-s catering type table with shelf & drawer beneath
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A catering type rack by Craven type firmashelf, rack has 7 shelves
A catering type rack by Craven type firmashelf, rack has 7 shelves
NV: a tall bistro type glass table & 3 charcoal upholstered stools
NV: a tall bistro type glass table & 3 charcoal upholstered stools
6 tall yellow bistro type metal stools with back support
4 tall yellow bistro type metal stools with back support
4 tall orange bistro type metal stools with back support
4 tall silver bistro type metal stools with back support
2 tall white bistro type metal stools
2 tall red bistro type metal stools
4 low orange bistro type metal stools
4 low orange bistro type metal stools
4 tall orange bistro type metal stools
4 tall orange bistro type metal stools
4 metal yellow dining chairs
4 metal yellow dining chairs
10 blue & white patterned cane effect chairs, 4 square dark wood effect tables &
1 square light wood table
4 tall red bistro type metal stools with back support
2 tall metal framed wooden bistro type stools
4 tall green bistro type metal stools
4 tall green bistro type metal stools
3 tall silver bistro type metal stools
4 charcoal industrial machinist type rise & fall metal stools
3 charcoal & 1 white industrial machinist type rise & fall metal stools
4 blue industrial machinist type rise & fall metal stools
3 blue industrial machinist type rise & fall metal stools
4 white metal bistro type dining chairs
4 white metal bistro type dining chairs
4 white metal bistro type dining chairs
4 white metal bistro type dining chairs
NV: a large s-s LPG fired barbeque by Nexgrill, unit has a lift lid, light, 2 storage
drawers & cupboard beneath Gas (Trade)
NV: 2 folding red felt covered rectangular tables
2 s-s wall mounted shelves
A small commercial ice making machine by Polar 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s countertop, 3 door refrigeration unit by Polar (front will require
fixing) 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s countertop, 3 door refrigeration unit by Polar 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s countertop, 2 door refrigeration unit by Polar (front wheel
requires attention) 240v (Trade)
An under counter commercial fridge by Lec - Essential chill 240v (Trade)
NV: a full size coin operated pool table, with balls, hanging lights, a cue & rest
(keys in the auction office) 240v (Trade)
A display fridge by Inter Levin 240v (Trade)
A water cooler/drinking fountain by Cosmetal 240v (Trade)
A water cooler/drinking fountain by Cosmetal 240v (Trade)
A water cooler/drinking fountain by Foster 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s table top refrigerated display cabinet 240v (Trade)
NV: 25 charcoal plastic stacking chairs
NV: 12 grey plastic stacking chairs
NV: 12 grey plastic stacking chairs
NV: 12 grey plastic stacking chairs
NV: 12 grey plastic stacking chairs
NV: 12 grey plastic stacking chairs
NV: 12 grey plastic stacking chairs
NV: 17 grey plastic stacking chairs
13 charcoal upholstered metal framed stacking dining chairs
11 various stacking chairs (6 brown, 5 charcoal)
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
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The following section of vehicles and the catering trailer, lots 1925 to 1934,
will be sold in the run of sale. They will be subject to 10% Buyer's Premium
plus VAT @ 20%. VAT will also be charged on the hammer price, except
where marked NV (NO VAT) in the lot description. All lots are sold as seen,
as they lie, regardless of the catalogue description, so must be viewed
before bids can be accepted. Vehicles being sold by Order of the Courts,
or on behalf of the Bailiffs may be withdrawn if debts are paid, so please
check with the Auction Office.

1925

10% BP - VAT - A twin axle catering trailer equipped with s/s counters, a
Baumatic gas range, a s/s sink, door fly screen, a fridge etc. Body size
approx 3.1m long x 2.05m wide, white finish, sign writing removed. With door
key. (Trade)

1926

10% BP - VAT - Vauxhall Combo 1700 DI Car Derived Van, VRM: YH54
UCT, Odometer: 117,240, 1686cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
25/10/2004, MOT: 22/07/2017, Awaiting V5C, Key Present, manuals in office.
Former Keepers: 3. Insolvency

1927

10% BP - VAT - Renault Kangoo ML 19 DCI 85 Car Derived Van, VRM:
WR60 XLN, Odometer: 173,604, 1461cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
30/11/2010, MOT: 28/06/2017, Awaiting V5C, Key Present, Former Keepers:
4. Insolvency

1928

10% BP - VAT - Ford Transit Connect 75 T200 Panel Van, VRM: YC61
YPA, Odometer: 51,357, 1753cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
12/01/2012, MOT: 21/02/2018, V5C Present, Key Present, Manuals & some
Service History in office. Former Keepers: 1.

1929

10% BP - VAT - Vauxhall Movano DTI 3500 LWB Panel Van, VRM: AV51
TWF, Odometer: 162,622, 2187cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
26/09/2001, MOT: 30/05/2017, Awaiting V5C, Key Present, Former Keepers:
6. Insolvency

1930

10% BP - VAT - Renault Trafic SL27 Sport DCI 115 Panel Van, VRM:
CE58 WXC, Odometer: 100,038, 1995cc, 6 speed Manual, Diesel, Silver,
1st Reg: 26/09/2008, MOT: 12/10/2017, Awaiting V5C, Key Present,
manuals & wheel nuts in office. Former Keepers: 3. Insovency

1931

10% BP - NV - Nissan Navara Acenta D/C DCI Double cab pickup, VRM:
WU59 YZN, Odometer:107,000, 2488cc, 6 speed Manual, Diesel, Grey, 1st
Reg: 01/09/2009, MOT: expired 08/06/2016, No V5C, Key Present, Former
Keepers: 2. Bailiffs. Engine fault requires oil pump.

1932

10% BP - NV - Land Rover Discovery TD5 ES Auto Estate, VRM: DK02
NXM, Odometer: 125,400 approx, 2495cc, Automatic, Diesel, Blue, 1st Reg:
01/03/2002, MOT: 08/02/2018, V5C Present (no part V5C/3), Key Present,
Manuals and some service history in office. Former Keepers: 3.

1933

10% BP - NV - Vauxhall Vectra SRI CDTI 5 door hatchback, VRM: NY06
HLC, Odometer: 98,535, 1910cc, 6 speed Manual, Diesel, Silver, 1st Reg:
09/08/2006, MOT: 09/09/2017, Awaiting V5C, Key Present, manuals &
wheel nuts in office. Former Keepers: 3. Insolvency

1934

10% BP - NV - Honda Jazz S 5 door hatchback, VRM: SJ52 TXA,
Odometer: 130,902, 1339cc, Manual, Petrol, Blue, 1st Reg: 16/09/2002,
MOT: 16/06/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, Former Keepers: 3.

1935

End of Sale
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